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Abstract
Light injected into a spherical dielectric body may be confined very efficiently via
the mechanism of total internal reflection. The frequencies that are most confined
are called resonances. If the shape of the body deviates from the perfect spherical
form the resonances change accordingly. In this thesis, a perturbation theory for the
optical resonances of such a deformed sphere is developed. The optical resonances of
such an open system are characterized by complex eigenvalues, where the real part
relates to the frequency of the resonant light and the imaginary part to the energy
leakage out of the system. As unperturbed and analytically solvable problem serves
the homogeneous dielectric sphere, and the corrections to its eigenvalues are deter-
mined up to and including second order for any polarization of light. For each order,
the corrections of the optical resonances are determined by a finite-dimensional lin-
ear eigenvalue equation, similar to degenerate time-independent perturbation theory
in quantum mechanics. Furthermore, geometrically intuitive applicability criteria
are derived. To check the validity of the presented method, it is applied and com-
pared to an analytically solvable problem.
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1 Introduction
The description of light scattering from dielectric bodies like, e.g., raindrops, atmospheric
dust, crystals, et cetera, is an active topic for over a century. The first exact mathematical
solution was derived by Gustav Mie in his seminal 1908 work [1] concerning dielectric
spheres. Until today, Mie theory remains an active topic with applications ranging from
microscopic resonators to astrophysics [2].
One of the most remarkable phenomenon described by this theory is the occurrence of
optical resonances. A resonance manifests as a sharp peak in the total scattering cross-
section of the scatterer and can be explained by resonances of the underlying structure.
For a dielectric sphere, such resonant behavior can be explained by whispering gallery
modes (WGMs), which propagate close to the inner surface due to near-total internal
reflection [3–5]. As some light leaks out of the dielectric sphere, such a system can be
described as an open system, characterized by complex eigenvalues of an associated non-
Hermitian operator [6–8].
The WGMs are used in a plethora of optical and optomechanical applications. Mi-
croscopic glass spheres are used to realize biological, chemical and physical sensors [9,10].
In such systems, the WGMs probe the surface of the dielectric body as well as objects
close to the surface, and small deviations from the spherical form drastically change the
frequencies and the losses of the WGMs. Such deviations are the result of the manu-
facturing process as well as due to surface roughness and are in general unwanted. For
optomechanical systems using levitated drops of liquids on the other hand, the surface
of the droplet acts as mechanical resonator and therefore is needed to change its shape.
Furthermore, flattening due to rotation, thermally excited capillary waves and other sur-
face waves deforms the surface of such droplets [11]. Figure 1.1 illustrates an arbitrarily
deformed dielectric body.
Due to the increasing interest in such optical and optomechanical systems, a wealth
of numerical [12,13] and perturbative methods have been developed to determine the res-
onances of such slightly deformed dielectric spheres. The most sophisticated perturbative
methods are the resonant state expansion (RSE) [14–16] and the Kapur-Peierls (KP) for-
malism [17]. Both of these methods originate in the quantum theory of scattering [18,19].
The RSE uses an optical analogue of Gamow [20] or Siegert [21] states and employs
Brillouin-Wigner perturbation theory. While this approach is well-suited for numerical
considerations, an order of perturbation, and thus the notion of error estimation, does
not exist. On the other hand, the KP formulation employs Rayleigh-Schrödinger pertur-
bation theory which does not suffer from this weakness, however it makes use of some
strong assumptions and is not able to predict corrections of transverse magnetic modes.
Furthermore, both approaches do not deliver applicability criteria.
In order to overcome those shortcomings, we want to employ another perturbative
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Figure 1.1: Representation of an artificially huge arbitrary deformation.
method called Boundary Condition Perturbation Theory (BCPT), the progenitor of the
popular Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory. It was originally developed by Lord
Rayleigh in his book The Theory of Sound [22], where he investigated how the mechanical
resonances of a circular membrane change if it gets slightly deformed. Recently, this
method has successfully been applied to effective two-dimensional cavities, which slightly
deviate from a circular form [23–25].
The general idea of BCPT is quickly outlined: First one needs to find the general
solution of the electromagnetic fields, solely depending on a set of field coefficients and
an eigenvalue. The boundary condition encodes the geometry and thus some small pa-
rameter. By inserting the general solution into the boundary condition and expanding
the boundary condition around the small parameter, one finds a chain of equations re-
lating the field coefficients, the resonances, and their respective corrections. Solving this
chain of equations order by order determines the optical resonances. This approach dif-
fers significantly from the ones in the current literature, where the boundary condition
is brought into a particular simple form allowing to shift the problem to an expansion of
the electromagnetic fields.
Employing BCPT we are able to determine the optical resonances up to and including
second-order corrections for any polarization of light including geometrically intuitive
applicability criteria. We remark that, at the best of our knowledge, the second-order
perturbative solutions for both TE- and TM-polarizations of the electromagnetic fields,
were never derived, in a correct form, before. Thus, the results presented in this thesis
are perfectly original and solve a long-standing open problem.
This thesis is structured as follows. In Section 2 we determine the electromagnetic
fields solving Maxwell’s equations for a dielectric body embedded in another dielectric
material. Considering the boundary condition appropriate for the dielectric sphere we
determine its optical resonances. Having solved the unperturbed problem, we generalize
our approach in Section 3 by considering a more general boundary condition, encoding
the geometry of a more general dielectric body, and bring it to a form suitable to apply
BCPT. In Sections 4 and 5 we finally apply BCPT and determine the optical resonances of
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such a dielectric body up to and including second-order corrections for both polarizations
of light. In Section 6 we rewrite the first-order equations in a more explicit way and
reason the validity of our method by applying and compare it to an analytically solvable
problem in Section 7. We conclude our work in Section 8.
3
2 Resonances of a Dielectric Sphere
Before we tackle the hard problem of finding the optical resonances of a deformed dielec-
tric sphere, we need to understand the general physical framework and the unpertubed
problem, the dielectric sphere.
We start by adapting Maxwell’s equations to our problem in Section 2.1. Follow-
ing that, we introduce the Debye potentials to derive a general solution for Maxwell’s
equations in Section 2.2. Afterwards we refine the Debye potentials so that they describe
physical fields in Section 2.3 and finally find the optical resonances for a perfectly spherical
body in Section 2.4.
2.1 Maxwell’s Equations for a Dielectric Body
In classical electrodynamics, Maxwell’s equations describe the evolution of electromag-
netic fields. Considering the fields inside a dielectric medium, Maxwell’s equations read
∇ ·D = 0,
∇ ·B = 0,
∇× E = −B˙,
∇×H = D˙,
(2.1)
where the dot denotes the time derivative and all vector fields depend on (r, t). Let us
consider a dielectric body, the interior of which defines a region A, made of a homogeneous
isotropic dielectric material (medium 1) surrounded by another one (medium 2). Both
media are separated by the interface denoted ∂A. As we have two regions, we label them
by α, so α = 1 corresponds to medium 1 inside A, and α = 2 corresponds to medium 2
outside A.
Maxwell’s equations in this form are incomplete and need to be completed by the
constitutive equations, which relate the electromagnetic fields Eα and Bα with Dα and
Hα. In this work we assume a linear response described by
Dα = ε0εαEα, and Bα = µ0µαHα. (2.2)
Here, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εα the relative permittivity, µ0 the vacuum perme-
ability and µα the relative permeability. As the speed of light in vacuum is c0 = (ε0 µ0)−1/2
and the speed of light in matter is cα = c0 (εα µα)−1/2, we introduce the refractive index
nα = c0/cα =
√
εα µα. (2.3)
Throughout this work, we will assume that n1 > n2. Collecting the previous state-
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ments and assuming time-harmonic fields, i.e., all fields vary as exp(−iωt), we can rewrite
Maxwell’s equations as
∇ · Eα = 0, (2.4a)
∇ ·Bα = 0, (2.4b)
∇× Eα = iωBα, (2.4c)
∇×Bα = −(iω/c2α) Eα, (2.4d)
where the fields lost their time dependence and only depend on r. In this form it is
apparent that Maxwell’s equations are invariant under the discrete transformation
Eα → cα Bα, and Bα → −Eα/cα, (2.5)
which is called dual symmetry and will help us finding new results out of old ones.
Sometimes it is useful to decouple Maxwell’s equations. By taking the curl of (2.4c),
using the vector identity ∇ × (∇ × E) = −∆ E +∇(∇ · E) on the left hand side of
the equation and inserting (2.4d) on the right side of the equation, one finds the vector
Helmholtz equation
(
∆ +ω
2
c2α
)
Eα = 0, (2.6)
which can be physically interpreted as time-independent wave equation for the electric
field. Employing the dual symmetry (2.5), one finds that the magnetic field also satisfies
the Helmholtz equation.
If one assumes plane wave solutions of (2.6), i.e., the fields are proportional to
exp(ikα · r), Helmholtz’s equation gives us the well-known dispersion relation
ω = cα kα ≡ c0 k0, (2.7)
where the wave number in matter kα is given by kα = |kα| and k0 denotes the vacuum
wave number.
As partial differential equations, Maxwell’s equations need to be accompanied by
boundary conditions. In the context of electromagnetic interfaces, these are also called
matching conditions and can be determined to be
n× (E2 − E1)|∂A = 0, and n× (B2 −B1)|∂A = 0, (2.8)
where n is the normal of ∂A.
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2.2 Debye Potentials
Now we want to find a general solution for Maxwell’s equations (2.4). Every divergenceless
electromagnetic field can be split into [26]
E = i LˆuTE(r)− 1
k
(∇× Lˆ)uTM(r), (2.9a)
cB = i LˆuTM(r) + 1
k
(∇× Lˆ)uTE(r), (2.9b)
where Lˆ is the orbital angular momentum operator1
Lˆ = −ir×∇. (2.10)
The scalar fields uTE and uTM are the so-called (scalar) Debye potentials [27] and respec-
tively encode two different polarized fields, namely the transverse electric (TE)
ETE = i LˆuTE(r), cBTE = 1
k
(∇× Lˆ)uTE(r), (2.11)
and transverse magnetic (TM) ones
cBTM = i LˆuTM(r), ETM = −1
k
(∇× Lˆ)uTM(r). (2.12)
The names come from the fact that the TE polarized part of the electric as well as the
TM polarized part of the magnetic field are transverse to the radial direction eˆr, i.e.
eˆr · ETE = 0, eˆr ·BTM = 0. (2.13)
This is also called a toroidal field. In addition to that, the respective remaining part of
the electromagnetic field are poloidal fields satisfying
eˆr · (∇× ETM) = 0, eˆr · (∇×BTE) = 0. (2.14)
Furthermore, the fields of the same polarization are orthogonal to each other
ETE ·BTE = 0, ETM ·BTM = 0. (2.15)
The fields described by (2.9) satisfy the first two Maxwell equations (2.4a-2.4b) by
definition, as
∇ · Lˆ = 0, ∇ · (∇× Lˆ) = 0. (2.16)
1A list of all properties of the angular momentum operator used in the work can be found in Appendix B
of [26].
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The remaining equations (2.4c-2.4d) are fulfilled if the Debye potentials satisfy the scalar
Helmholtz equation
(∆ +k2)uσ(r) = 0, (2.17)
where σ = TE,TM denotes the polarization. Thus we found that by introducing the
Debye potentials, we reduced the two vector Helmholtz equations (2.6) for the electro-
magnetic fields to two scalar Helmholtz equations for the Debye potentials.
Before we actually solve this equation, let us write the electromagnetic fields in terms
of the Debye potentials in a more suitable way. First we notice from the form of (2.9)
that the dual symmetry of Maxwell’s equations (2.5) can be expressed using the Debye
potentials as
cB[uTM, uTE] = E[uTE,−uTM], (2.18)
where the square brackets denote functional dependence. With this property we can
restrict our discussions to one of the two fields. As the next step, we expand the Debye
potentials in their Laplace series (B.5) as
uσ(r) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
uσlm(r) Yl m(θ, φ), (2.19)
where Yl m(θ, φ) are the scalar spherical harmonics and we denote with uσlm(r) the reduced
Debye potentials. Inserting Laplace’s series into ETE from (2.11) we find
ETE =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
i Lˆ
(
uTEl m(r) Yl m(θ, φ)
)
=
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
uTEl m(r)
(
i Lˆ Yl m(θ, φ)
)
≡
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
uTEl m(r) Φl m(θ, φ), (2.20)
where in the second line we used the fact that Lˆ commutes with any functions solely
depending on r and in the third line we introduced the vector quantity Φl m, which will
be defined soon. Using
∇× Lˆ = eˆr i
r
Lˆ2 +
(
eˆr × Lˆ
) 1
r
d
drr, (2.21)
where Lˆ2 = Lˆ · Lˆ, we can rewrite the transverse magnetic part of the electric field in (2.12)
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as
ETM =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
{
− 1
k
(
∇× Lˆ
) (
uTMl m (r) Yl m(θ, φ)
)}
=
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
{
− i
kr
[
l(l + 1)uTMl m (r) (eˆr Yl m(θ, φ))
+ ddr
(
r uTMl m (r)
) (
−ieˆr × Lˆ Yl m(θ, φ)
) ]}
≡
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
{
− i
kr
[
l(l + 1)uTMl m (r)Yl m(θ, φ) +
d
dr
(
r uTMl m (r)
)
Ψl m(θ, φ)
]}
, (2.22)
where in the second line, we used Lˆ2 Yl m = l(l + 1) Yl m from (B.1). In the last line and
in (2.20) we introduced the three vector quantities
Yl m(θ, φ) = eˆr Yl m, Ψl m = r∇Yl m and Φl m = (r×∇) Yl m, (2.23)
called vector spherical harmonics. It can be shown that the vector spherical harmonics
are orthogonal [28] and complete [29] and therefore permit a multipole expansion of the
electromagnetic fields as
Eα =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
uTEα lmΦl m −
i
kαr
[
l(l + 1)uTMα lmYl m +
d
dr
(
r uTMα lm
)
Ψl m
]}
, (2.24a)
cα Bα =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
uTMα lmΦl m +
i
kαr
[
l(l + 1)uTEα lmYl m +
d
dr
(
r uTEα lm
)
Ψl m
]}
, (2.24b)
where we reintroduced the label α and used (2.18) to get the magnetic field. Furthermore
we want to draw attention to the fact that the sum over l actually starts at l = 1, since
Φ0 0, Ψ0 0 as well as the prefactor of Y0 0 vanish. Up to this point, the reduced Debye
potentials are not yet specified.
2.3 Physical Fields
In the previous section, we brought the electromagnetic fields in the form (2.24) and
showed that they satisfy Maxwell’s equations if the Debye potentials uσ(r) satisfy the
scalar Helmholtz equation (2.17). Multiplying (2.17) by r2 and rewriting the Laplacian
in terms of the angular momentum operator using (A.9), we find
[
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂
∂r
)
+ (kr)2 − Lˆ2
]
uσ(r) = 0. (2.25)
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Inserting Laplace’s series for uσ from (2.19) and using the product rule results in
r2
∂2
∂r2
uσlm(r) + 2r
∂
∂r
uσlm(r) +
[
(kr)2 − l(l + 1)
]
uσlm(r) = 0, (2.26)
and finally substituting r → kr ≡ z one finds
z2
∂2
∂z2
uσlm(z) + 2z
∂
∂z
uσlm(z) +
[
z2 − l(l + 1)
]
uσlm(z) = 0, (2.27)
which is the spherical Bessel (differential) equation (cf. App. D). Its fundamental so-
lutions are the spherical Bessel functions jl(z) and yl(z) and the general solution is the
superposition of both
uσlm(z) = Aσlm jl(z) +Bσlm yl(z). (2.28)
Another way to express this solution is by employing the spherical Hankel functions h(1)l (z)
and h(2)l (z) from (D.3) to write
uσlm(z) = Sσlm h
(1)
l (z) + Iσlm h
(2)
l (z). (2.29)
The physical solutions however are more restrictive. Let us first consider the reduced
Debye potentials inside the dielectric body A (α = 1). Here we have to require that the
Debye potentials are everywhere regular. As the spherical Bessel function of second kind
yl(z) diverges at the origin (yl(z) ∝ 1/zl+1 for z → 0), the everywhere regular solution is
given by (2.28) with Bσlm = 0.
For the Debye potential outside A (α = 2), the linear combination of the spherical
Hankel functions (2.29) is suited best, as in the far field, they describe outgoing spherical
waves (h(1)l (z) ∝ eiz/z for z → ∞) and incoming spherical waves (h(2)l ∝ e−iz/z for
z →∞). Thus, the physical solutions need to be of the form
uσ1,l m(k1r) = Aσlm jl(k1r), α = 1, (2.30a)
uσ2,l m(k2r) = Sσlm h
(1)
l (k2r) + Iσlm h
(2)
l (k2r), α = 2. (2.30b)
These reduced Debye potentials, and therefore the corresponding electromagnetic fields,
describe a scattering process: The incident field is encoded in Iσlm, the scattered field in
Sσlm and the internal field in Aσlm. Such a scattering problem can be symbolically solved
by introducing the transition matrix T connecting the incident field coefficients with the
scattered field coefficients via
Sσlm =
∑
σ′ l′m′
T σ σ
′
l l′mm′ I
σ′
l′m′ , (2.31)
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and the boundary condition (2.8) encoding the geometry of the problem fully determines
the transition matrix [29]. This T -matrix encodes all physical relevant information, how-
ever, only the T -matrix of the dielectric sphere is analytically known in our setup.
The resonances, characterized by sharp peaks in the total scattering cross-section,
are associated to the analytic continuation of the T -matrix [29,30]. As the T -matrix,
and therefore its poles, is in general not analytically known, one has to find a different
approach to determine the resonances.
One possibility to determine the resonances was introduced by Gamow in the context of
quantum mechanical scattering theory [20]. By imposing outgoing waves only, in our case
setting Iσlm in (2.30) to zero, one can determine the resonances without determining the T -
matrix. For electromagnetic scattering, this idea was already used in [15,16] to construct
the resonant-state expansion. Using Gamow’s approach has two important implications
for us. The first one is that the resonances are characterized by complex eigenvalues,
where the imaginary part relates to the energy leakage out of the dielectric body A. This
is in contrast to the scattering solutions described in the previous paragraphs, where the
wave numbers are real. The second implication is that the associated electromagnetic
fields are not physical as they are not normalizable in the standard sense[31,32]. Usually,
this problem needs to be addressed by constructing some non-standard normalization in
order to determine the resonances. In this work however, we find the resonances without
introducing such a normalization. We demonstrate this fact for the dielectric sphere in
the next section.
Before we do so, let us write down the electromagnetic fields for Iσlm = 0 explicitly.
Therefore we insert (2.30) into (2.24). To distinguish the Gamow approach from the
scattering approach, we rename Aσlm → aσlm and Sσlm → bσlm and find for the fields inside
the dielectric body
E1 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
aTEl m
[
jl(k1r)Φl m
]
− i aTMl m
[
l(l + 1)jl(k1r)
k1r
Yl m +
[(k1r) jl(k1r)]′
k1r
Ψl m
]}
, (2.32)
and
c1 B1 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
aTMl m
[
jl(k1r)Φl m
]
+ i aTEl m
[
l(l + 1)jl(k1r)
k1r
Yl m +
[(k1r) jl(k1r)]′
k1r
Ψl m
]}
, (2.33)
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where we rewrote the Ψ-component using
d
dr (rf(kr)) =
d
d(kr) [(kr)f(kr)]
≡ [(kr)f(kr)]′. (2.34)
It can be shown that the vector quantities in the square brackets in (2.32) and (2.33) are
part of a complete set called regular spherical vector waves [29].
Similarly one has for the electromagnetic fields outside the dielectric body
E2 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
bTEl m
[
hl(k2r)Φl m
]
− i bTMl m
[
l(l + 1)hl(k2r)
k2r
Yl m +
[(k2r)hl(k2r)]′
k2r
Ψl m
]}
, (2.35)
and
c2 B2 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
bTMl m
[
hl(k2r)Φl m
]
+ i bTEl m
[
l(l + 1)hl(k2r)
k2r
Yl m +
[(k2r)hl(k2r)]′
k2r
Ψl m
]}
, (2.36)
where we dropped the superscript (1) in h(1)l as the spherical Hankel function of second
kind h(2)l does not occur anymore. Likewise to the regular spherical vector waves, the
quantities in square bracket are denoted out-going or radiating spherical vector waves.
To conclude this section let us remark that at no point in the derivation of the elec-
tromagnetic fields we made any assumption on the form of the dielectric body. Thus,
all information needs to be encoded in the field coefficients aσlm and bσlm, which will be
determined by imposing the electromagnetic boundary conditions (2.8) at the interface
between the two dielectric media.
2.4 Resonances of the Dielectric Sphere
Let us start to develop our perturbative approach by finding the resonances of the di-
electric sphere with radius r = r0. To do so we need to rewrite the general boundary
conditions (2.8). Using the fact that the normal is given by n = eˆr, the boundary condi-
tions can evidently be rewritten as
eˆr × (E2 − E1)|r=r0 = 0, and eˆr × (B2 −B1)|r=r0 = 0. (2.37)
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Inserting the multipole expansions (2.32,2.33,2.35,2.36) into these boundary conditions,
we find
0 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{[
aTEl m jl(k1r0)− bTEl m hl(k2r0)
]
Ψl m
+ i
[
aTMl m
[(k1r0) jl(k1r0)]′
k1r0
− bTMl m
[(k2r0)hl(k2r0)]′
k2r0
]
Φl m
}
, (2.38)
and
0 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{[
aTMl m
c1
jl(k1r0)− b
TM
l m
c2
hl(k2r0)
]
Ψl m
− i
[
aTEl m
c1
[(k1r0) jl(k1r0)]′
k1r0
− b
TE
l m
c2
[(k2r0)hl(k2r0)]′
k2r0
]
Φl m
}
, (2.39)
where we used the cross products of eˆr with the vector spherical harmonics given by (C.6)
eˆr ×Yl m = 0, eˆr ×Ψl m = Φl m, and eˆr ×Φl m = −Ψl m. (2.40)
From the orthogonality of the vector spherical harmonics (C.3) it follows that each square
bracket in (2.38) and (2.39) that multiplies a vector spherical harmonics must vanish.
Due to the linear independence of jl and hl, the first line of (2.38) results in
aTEl m = aEl m
1
jl(k1r0)
, and bTEl m = aEl m
1
hl(k2r0)
, (2.41)
and the first line of (2.39) gives
aTMl m = aMl m
1
n1 jl(k1r0)
, and bTMl m = aMl m
1
n2 hl(k2r0)
, (2.42)
where aEl m and aMl m are arbitrary complex constants depending on l and m. Substituting
(2.42) into the second line of (2.38) we obtain the condition for the TE modes
[(k1r0)jl(k1r0)]′
jl(k1r0)
− [(k2r0)hl(k2r0)]
′
hl(k2r0)
= 0, (2.43)
and by inserting (2.41) into the second line of (2.39), we likewise find the condition for
the TM modes
[(k1r0) jl(k1r0)]′
n21 jl(k1r0)
− [(k2r0)hl(k2r0)]
′
n22 hl(k2r0)
= 0. (2.44)
These equations precisely describe the values for k0 = kα/nα, for which the T -matrix
introduced in the previous section becomes singular [29]. Thus by assuming outgoing
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waves only, we found the resonances of the dielectric sphere without the need to determine
the T -matrix first. Furthermore, an overall normalization of the electromagnetic field is
not needed.
To proceed further, let us introduce the dimensionless wave number
x = k0 r0, (2.45)
which we denote in anticipation of further calculations as eigenvalue of the system. With
this, we have kα r0 = nα x and we furthermore introduce the functions
fTEl (x) =
[(n1x)jl(n1x)]′
jl(n1x)
− [(n2x)hl(n2x)]
′
hl(n2x)
, (2.46a)
fTMl (x) =
[(n1x)jl(n1x)]′
(n1x)2 jl(n1x)
− [(n2x)hl(n2x)]
′
(n2x)2 hl(n2x)
, (2.46b)
so that we can compactly rewrite (2.43) and (2.44) as
fTEl (x) = 0, and fTMl (x) = 0, (2.47)
respectively. These transcendental equations can be solved numerically and a detailed
discussion is presented in [17], Appendix B. We briefly discuss the approach in Figure 2.1.
The most important properties of the resonances x are that they are complex numbers
with negative imaginary part, and we express this fact writing x = xr + i xi, where
xi < 0. Furthermore, one finds for each l and σ a countably infinite set of resonances
labeled by n as x ≡ xσl n. From the analytic continuation of jl and hl in (D.6) it follows
that [fσl (x)]∗ = fσl (−x∗), and thus the resonances are symmetrically distributed around
the imaginary axis. Therefore, one can label the resonances with positive real part with
positive n as
x = xσl n, n = 1, 2, . . . , (2.48)
and the resonances with negative real part satisfying xσl,−n = −(xσl,n)∗ where n > 0. The
spectrum for TE-modes is shown in Figure 2.2. All the resonances xσl n are intrinsically
non-degenerate with respect to l, n and σ, but quasi-degeneracies occur [23]. In the
context of quantum mechanical scattering theory, the resonances with negative real part
are denoted as anti-resonances [33].
Finally, let us discuss the modes associated to the resonances. The Debye potentials
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Figure 2.1: Contour plots in the complex plane of the zeros of an equivalent formulation of
(2.46) from [17] for the respective polarization, l = 9, n1 = 1.5 and n2 = 1. The red lines
correspond to solutions of Re fσl (x) = 0 and the blue ones to solutions of Im fσl (x) = 0.
The intersections of those lines correspond to the eigenvalues xσl n. As discussed in [33], not
all solutions of (2.46) correspond to resonances: Open circles correspond to non-resonant
eigenvalues, filled circles to resonances.
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Figure 2.2: Spectrum of the TE-modes of the dielectric unit sphere for n1 = 1.5 and
n2 = 1. The vertical position of the spectral lines correspond to the real part of the
corresponding resonance, the thickness of each line to the imaginary part. For n = 1, the
imaginary part decreases quickly in l, whereas for n > 1, the imaginary part decreases
slowly.
associated with the resonances xσl,n are given by
uTE1,l m(xTEl n r/r0) = aEl m
jl(n1 xTEl n r/r0)
jl(n1 xTEl n )
, (2.49a)
uTE2,l m(xTEl n r/r0) = aEl m
hl(n2 xTEl n r/r0)
hl(n2 xTEl n )
, (2.49b)
and
uTM1,l m(xTMl n r/r0) = aMl m
jl(n1 xTMl n r/r0)
n1 jl(n1 xTMl n )
, (2.50a)
uTM2,l m(xTMl n r/r0) = aMl m
hl(n2 xTMl n r/r0)
n2 hl(n2 xTMl n )
, (2.50b)
and the associated electromagnetic modes can be obtained by inserting them into (2.24).
The TE-modes are visualized in Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. These Debye potentials show
the general complication of assuming outgoing waves only. If one considers the far field
and again splitting xσl n = xr + i xi with xi < 0 results in
uσ2,l m(xσl n r/r0) ∝ hl(n2 xσl n r/r0)
' exp(−in2 xr r/r0) exp(−n2 xi r/r0), r →∞. (2.51)
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As the second factor tends to infinity, the Debye potentials as well as the associated
electromagnetic modes are not normalizable in a standard sense and the coefficients aσlm
stay undetermined. However, when deriving the formula for the resonances, there was no
need for any normalization or any restriction on the coefficients. We will exploit this fact
in further considerations.
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
Figure 2.3: Electric energy density (∼ |E(r, θ, φ)|2) of the TE-mode of the opaque dielec-
tric sphere characterized by (l,m, n) = (9, 9, 1). The color scale is normalized such that
the highest intensity equals one. On can clearly see that such a WGM is localized at the
equator. The non-zero intensity outside the dielectic sphere indicates the losses to the
external environment.
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Figure 2.4: Electric energy densities for the TE-modes characterized by, from left to right,
(l,m, n) = (3, 3, 1), (7, 7, 1), (11, 11, 1). Color scale as in Figure 2.3.
Top row: Side view of the WGMs. For increasing l, the WGMs are more localized at the
equator. Furthermore the losses occur more and more only in the plane of the equator.
Bottom row: Corresponding top views at the equator. This again visualizes the increasing
localization at the equator.
Figure 2.5: Side view of the electric energy densities for the TE-modes charac-
terized by, from left to right, (l,m, n) = (9, 9, 1), (9, 8, 1), (9, 7, 1) (or equivalent,
(9,−9, 1), (9,−8, 1), (9,−7, 1)). Color scale as in Figure 2.3. For decreasing (increasing)
m, the WGMs split into multiple so-called lobes up to a maximum at m = 0.
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3 Generalization of the Problem
In the previous section we introduced the general physical fields which solve Maxwell’s
equations for an arbitrarily shaped dielectric body within another dielectric medium. By
imposing outgoing waves only, we found the resonances of a perfectly spherical body. This
work is dedicated to apply this approach to dielectric bodies the form of which deviate
from a perfect spherical one.
In order to find the resonances of such non-spherical bodies, we analyze the geometry
of this generalized problem in Section 3.1. With that, we can discuss in Section 3.2 the
perturbative approach we choose to find the resonances of our problem: The Boundary
Condition Perturbation Theory (BCPT). To be able to employ the BCPT later on, we
rewrite the boundary condition in Section 3.3. As the perfectly spherical body serves as
unperturbed problem, it will be the starting point for our perturbative treatment and thus
we solve this problem again in Section 3.4 using the newly derived boundary conditions.
3.1 The Geometry
As the main aim of this section is to derive suitable boundary conditions, let us recall the
appropriate boundary conditions (2.8) for this problem
n× (E2 − E1)|∂A = 0, and n× (B2 −B1)|∂A = 0.
From the boundary conditions it is apparent that they depend on the geometry of the
dielectric body A, which is encoded in the form of the dielectric interface ∂A and its
normal n.
To be able to do calculations, we have to choose a suitable parametrization for the
dielectric interface ∂A. One possibility is to introduce the surface profile function
R(θ, φ) = r0
(
1 + g(θ, φ)
)
, (3.1)
where r0 is a constant and the deformation function g is a smooth, single-valued function
of θ and φ defined on the unit sphere S. Figure 3.1 illustrates the surface profile function.
The form of this parametrization seems suitable for a perturbative approach, because one
can interpret r0 as the radius of a sphere and g creates a supposedly small deviation from
the perfect sphere. Using this parametrization it makes sense to denote the body A as a
deformed sphere.
Before we continue, let us state that the form of (3.1) is not the most general parame-
trization, as we assume a smooth, single-valued g. However, for the physical applications
we have in mind, both requirements are met if one sets the center of the deformed sphere
to the origin. In Section 3.2.1 we reason that if we drop one or both of these requirements,
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Figure 3.1: 2D representation of an arbitrary deformation. The orange disc depicts a
sphere with radius r0. The blue region depicts a deformed sphere characterized by the
surface profile function R(θ, φ).
the perturbation theory we employ will most likely fail.
In view of a perturbation theory, it is useful to introduce a supposedly small expansion
parameter. In this setup, we define the deformation strength ε as
ε ≡ max{|g(θ, φ)|}S, (3.2)
and if we require g to be small, this translates to
ε 1. (3.3)
Using the deformation strength, (3.1) can be rewritten as
R(θ, φ) = r0
(
1 + εf(θ, φ)
)
, (3.4)
where f(θ, φ) ≡ g(θ, φ)/max{g(θ, φ)}S ≤ 1. We will show in Section 3.2.1 that (3.3) is
not sufficient to apply the perturbation theory.
Using the surface profile function, we can rewrite the boundary conditions as
n× (E2 − E1)|r=R(θ,φ) = 0, and n× (B2 −B1)|r=R(θ,φ) = 0. (3.5)
To progress further, we want to determine the normal n of the deformed sphere A. Let
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us write down the interface implicitly as
F (r, θ, φ) = 0, (3.6)
where
F (r, θ, φ) = r −R(θ, φ)
= (r − r0)− ε r0 f(θ, φ). (3.7)
Here we again see that for ε = 0, we have the implicit definition of a sphere with radius r0.
By acting with the nabla operator (A.7) on (3.7) [34], we find the normal
n =∇F (r, θ, φ)
≡ eˆr − n‖, (3.8)
where we introduced
n‖ =
ε
1 + εf(θ, φ)
(
eˆθ
∂f(θ, φ)
∂θ
+ eˆφ
1
sin θ
∂f(θ, φ)
∂φ
)
. (3.9)
It needs to be understood that the subscript ‖ denotes quantities that are parallel to the
surface of undeformed sphere and are therefore orthogonal to eˆr. Let us finally introduce
an ε-independent vector e‖, defined as
e‖ ≡ eˆθ ∂f(θ, φ)
∂θ
+ eˆφ
1
sin θ
∂f(θ, φ)
∂φ
, (3.10)
so (3.9) can be rewritten as
n‖ =
ε
1 + εf(θ, φ) e‖. (3.11)
3.2 Boundary Condition Perturbation Theory
To motivate our further steps, let us discuss how we want to solve our problem. In the
previous section we chose a parametrization for a deformed dielectric sphere in dependence
of a supposedly small parameter ε.
The method to solve our problem is BCPT, originally developed by Lord Rayleigh in
his book The Theory of Sound [22], where he investigated how the modes of a circular
membrane, and therefore the pitch of the emitted sound, changes if one slightly deforms
the membrane2.
2When considering the deformed circular membrane, one has to solve Helmholtz’s equation in polar
coordinates for a fixed boundary in order to determine the (scalar) sound waves as well as the (real)
eigenvalue of the system. In our case, we have to consider two three-dimensional vector fields, which
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The idea behind BCPT is pretty clear. By expanding the boundary condition around
the supposedly small parameter ε, one gets a chain of equations for all orders in ε. Here,
the zeroth order equation corresponds to the boundary condition of the unperturbed prob-
lem, which solution is analytically known. By successively solving the chain of equations,
one finds a perturbative solution of the problem.
Let us motivate BCPT by applying it to the current form of our boundary conditions
(3.5). By expanding the normal n from (3.8) as
n = eˆr − ε e‖ +O(ε2),
and using
g(R(θ, φ)) = g(r0, θ, φ) + ε r0 f(θ, φ) g′(r0, θ, φ) +O(ε2),
for the field evaluated at the boundary, we can rewrite the boundary condition for the
electric field as
0 = n× (E2 − E1)|r=R(θ,φ)
= eˆr × (E2 − E1)|r=r0
− ε
[
e‖ × (E2 − E1)|r=r0 − r0 f(θ, φ) (eˆr × (E2 − E1))
′∣∣∣
r=r0
]
+O(ε2).
Here we immediately see that the zeroth order boundary condition corresponds, as ex-
pected, to the boundary condition of the undeformed sphere discussed in Section 2.4. Now
one might be able to use the general zeroth-order result and insert it in the first-order
equation,
0 = e‖ × (E2 − E1)|r=r0 − r0 f(θ, φ) (eˆr × (E2 − E1))
′∣∣∣
r=r0
, (3.12)
to refine the result. It turns out that solving the problem in this form, if it is even
possible, is inconvenient, and we need to adapt the boundary condition to fit our needs
in Section 3.3.
3.2.1 Applicability of BCPT
However, this outline reveals a problem. Recalling the definition of e‖,
e‖ = eˆθ
∂f(θ, φ)
∂θ
+ eˆφ
1
sin θ
∂f(θ, φ)
∂φ
,
we can reduce to the Debye potentials satisfying Helmholtz’s equation. However, the three-dimensional
character as well as the boundary condition introduces lots of complications. For simpler boundary
conditions, cf. [35].
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from (3.10), we see that the derivatives of f with respect to θ and φ might be huge, a
situation that is denoted as a strongly winding boundary condition [25]. This has the effect
that the first term in (3.12) might be of the same order of magnitude as the zeroth order,
and the perturbative approach breaks down.
This rises the question, when BCPT is applicable and when it is not. Let us derive a
criterion, for which the perturbative expansion is valid. We define
β = max
S
‖e‖‖ (3.13)
= max
S

√√√√(∂f(θ, φ)
∂θ
)2
+ 1sin2 θ
(
∂f(θ, φ)
∂φ
)2 ,
where ‖.‖ denotes the norm of a vector and maxS the maximum over the sphere S. This
parameter encodes both troublesome derivatives. As we want the first term in (3.12) to
be of order unity, we have to require
β ∼ 1 (3.14)
in order for the BCPT to hold. We can also give this criterion a geometrical meaning by
considering the angle γ between the normal vector eˆr of the undeformed sphere and the
normal vector n of the deformed sphere. We compute
cos γ(θ, φ) = eˆr · n‖n‖ =
1√
1 + ‖n‖‖2
=
{
1 + ε
2 ‖e‖‖2
[1 + ε f(θ, φ)]2
}− 12
' 1− ε
2 ‖e‖‖2
2
≥ 1− (ε β)
2
2 ,
where we used properties of the normal n from Section 3.1 and neglected terms of higher
orders in ε in the third line. Therefore, ε β encodes the lower bound of cos γ. By imposing
(3.14) we finally get
cos γ(θ, φ) ' 1, (3.15)
or in other words, n is almost parallel to eˆr. Therefore, our criterion β ∼ 1 is equivalent
to the requirement of local paraxiality.
This also brings us back to the choice of our parametrization of the boundary of
Section 3.1. There we choose the deformation function f to be smooth and single-valued
due to our physical intuition of the problem. Now we can further reason, why we chose
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these requirements. If we do not require smoothness of f , β is ill-defined. Likewise to this,
a multi-valued f will violate the local paraxiality. This does not exclude the possibility
to get the BCPT working when dropping one or both of the requirements, but strongly
suggests that this needs further considerations.
For the remainder of this work, we will assume that (3.14) holds and thus consider ε
as bona fide expansion parameter.
3.3 Reformulation of the Boundary Conditions
We now want to rewrite the boundary conditions in a way which will be suitable to employ
the BCPT. We will do this in two steps. The first one is to remove a redundancy in the
boundary conditions. The second step is to use the explicit form of the electromagnetic
fields from Section 2.3 to express the boundary condition in terms of the field coefficients.
3.3.1 Removing Redundancy
For the perfect spherical boundary condition in Section 2.4, we expressed the electric and
magnetic field in terms of the vector spherical harmonics and also had n = eˆr. This
enabled us to use
eˆr ×Yl m = 0, eˆr ×Ψl m = Φl m, and eˆr ×Φl m = −Ψl m,
from (C.6) to simplify the boundary condition. This had the effect that the Y -components
of the fields do not contribute to the actual boundary condition. This gives us the hint
that there might be some redundancy in the boundary condition.
Going to the perturbed problem, the normal n in the boundary condition of the
deformed sphere additionally contains eˆθ and eˆφ. Thus, one also has to determine the
cross products of those basis vectors with the vector spherical harmonics, which cannot
be expressed as simple as in (C.6).
To resolve both of these points, one can write the electromagnetic fields in spherical
coordinates (A.3). Let us choose the electric field as example, i.e.
Eα = Eα r eˆr + Eα θ eˆθ + Eαφ eˆφ, (3.16)
and also rewrite the normal vector (3.8) as
n = eˆr − nθ eˆθ − nφ eˆφ. (3.17)
Using this, one can immediately rewrite the boundary condition (3.5) for the three com-
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ponents as
nφE1 θ − nθE1φ = nφE2 θ − nθE2φ, (3.18a)
nφE1 r + E1φ = nφE2 r + E2φ, (3.18b)
nθE1 r + E1 θ = nθE2 r + E2 θ, (3.18c)
where we used (A.6), and all coefficients Eα i need to be evaluated at (R(θ, φ), θ, φ). Now
it is not hard to show that only two of these three equations are independent. For example
(3.18a) = nφ (3.18c)− nθ (3.18b). (3.19)
Let us choose (3.18b) and (3.18c) as independent equations. Following [36], we multiply
(3.18b) by eˆφ, (3.18c) by eˆθ and summing these two equations, we obtain a single vector
equation,
(
E1 ‖ − E2 ‖
)
+
(
E1 r − E2 r
)
n‖ = 0, (3.20)
which needs to be evaluated at the boundary. Here, n‖ corresponds to the definition in
(3.9), and we introduced
Eα ‖ = Eα θ eˆθ + Eαφ eˆφ, (3.21)
similar to n‖, parallel to the surface of the undeformed sphere. With these calculations
we on the one hand removed redundancy from the boundary conditions3, on the other
hand, avoided evaluating the cross products.
Now we want to build the bridge back to the multipole expansion. As Yl m ∝ eˆr and
Ψl m as well as Φl m are orthogonal to it (C.7), Yl m encodes the radial part of the field
Eα r and Ψl m together with Φl m encode the parallel part Eα ‖.
As these considerations similarly hold for the magnetic field, we summarize both
boundary conditions for later reference as
(
E1 ‖ − E2 ‖
)
+
(
E1 r − E2 r
)
n‖ = 0, (3.22a)(
B1 ‖ −B2 ‖
)
+
(
B1 r −B2 r
)
n‖ = 0. (3.22b)
3.3.2 Derivation of a Matrix Equation
Now that we removed redundancy from the boundary condition and found (3.22), we can
insert the general form of the electromagnetic fields into it and therefore find a boundary
3So this was no special feature of the boundary conditions of the undeformed sphere. In general, the
electromagnetic boundary conditions are redundant [37].
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condition connecting the field coefficients.
Let us recall the multipole expansions of the fields inside (2.32,2.33)
E1 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
aEl mA
Φ
1 l(r) Φl m +
aMl m
n1
[
AY1 l(r) Yl m + AΨ1 l(r) Ψl m
]}
, (3.23)
c1 B1 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
aMl m
n1
AΦ1 l(r)Φl m − aEl m
[
AY1 l(r) Yl m + AΨ1 l(r) Ψl m
]}
, (3.24)
and outside (2.35,2.36)
E2 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
bEl mA
Φ
2 l(r) Φl m +
bMl m
n2
[
AY2 l(r) Yl m + AΨ2 l(r) Ψl m
]}
, (3.25)
c2 B2 =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
bMl m
n2
AΦ2 l(r)Φl m − bEl m
[
AY2 l(r) Yl m + AΨ2 l(r) Ψl m
]}
, (3.26)
of the dielectric sphere. Here we introduced the radial functions AXα l(r) ≡ AXα l(kα r), with
X = Y,Ψ and Φ, defined as
AY1 l(r) = −i l(l + 1)
jl(k1r)
(k1r)jl(k1r0)
, AY2 l(r) = −i l(l + 1)
hl(k2r)
(k2r)hl(k2r0)
,
AΨ1 l(r) = −i
[(k1r)jl(k1r)]′
(k1r)jl(k1r0)
, AΨ2 l(r) = −i
[(k2r)hl(k2r)]′
(k2r)hl(k2r0)
,
AΦ1 l(r) =
jl(k1r)
jl(k1r0)
, AΦ2 l(r) =
hl(k2r)
hl(k2r0)
.
(3.27)
Recalling the boundary conditions (3.22) from Section 3.3.1, we need to know the parallel
part of the fields Xα ‖ and the radial part Xα r. Following the argument of the previous
section, we exemplary find the electric field inside the deformed sphere
E1 ‖ =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
aEl mA
Φ
1 l(r)Φl m +
aMl m
n1
AΨ1 l(r)Ψl m
}
,
E1 r =
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
{
aMl m
n1
AY1 l(r) Yl m
}
.
Hence, collecting all terms, the boundary condition for the electric field (3.22a) reads
0 =
∑
l m
{[
aEl m
(
AΦ1 lΦl m
)
− bEl m
(
AΦ2 lΦl m
) ]
+
[
aMl m
n1
(
AΨ1 lΨl m + AY1 l Yl m n‖
)
− b
M
l m
n2
(
AΨ2 lΨl m + AY2 l Yl m n‖
)]}
, (3.28)
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which needs to be evaluated at r = R(θ, φ), and here and hereafter,
∑
l m
stands for
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
. (3.29)
Likewise, the boundary condition for the magnetic field (3.22b) reads
0=
∑
l m
{ [
aMl m
(
AΦ1 lΦl m
)
− bMl m
(
AΦ2 lΦl m
)]
−
[
aEl m n1
(
AΨ1 lΨl m + AY1 l Yl m n‖
)
− bEl m n2
(
AΨ2 lΨl m + AY2 l Yl m n‖
)]}
. (3.30)
Let us define vector quantities, suggested by the round brackets of both previous boundary
conditions, as
Aα,lm(θ, φ) = AΦα l(θ, φ)Φl m(θ, φ), (3.31a)
Bα,lm(θ, φ) = AΨα l(θ, φ)Ψl m(θ, φ) + AYα l(θ, φ) Yl m(θ, φ)n‖(θ, φ), (3.31b)
where AXα l(θ, φ) = AXα l(R(θ, φ)). Again we employ a multipole expansion to move the
entire angular dependence to the vector spherical harmonics at the cost of an infinite
sum. As we have no radial component in this equation anymore, the vector spherical
harmonic Yl m does not occur and we find
Aα,lm(θ, φ) =
∑
l′m′
{
[AΨα ]l
′m′
l m Ψl′m′ + [AΦα ]l
′m′
l m Φl′m′
}
, (3.32a)
Bα,lm(θ, φ) =
∑
l′m′
{
[BΨα ]l
′m′
l m Ψl′m′ + [BΦα ]l
′m′
l m Φl′m′
}
, (3.32b)
where the coefficients can be determined using (C.5) via
[AVα ]l
′m′
l m =
1
l′(l′ + 1)
∫
dΩ V∗l′m′ ·Aα,lm, (3.33a)
[BVα ]l
′m′
l m =
1
l′(l′ + 1)
∫
dΩ V∗l′m′ ·Bα,lm, (3.33b)
with V being either Ψ or Φ. Again, as Ψ0 0 and Φ0 0 vanish, the l′ = 0 term does not
contribute to (3.32) and thus does not need to be determined by (3.33). Substituting
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(3.32) into the boundary conditions (3.28) and (3.30), we find
0 =
∑
l′m′
(
Ψl′m′
∑
l m
{
aEl m[AΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m − bEl m[AΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m + aMl m
[BΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m
n1
− bMl m
[BΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m
n2
}
+ Φl′m′
∑
l m
{
aEl m[AΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m − bEl m[AΦ2 ]l
′m′
l m + aMl m
[BΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m
n1
− bMl m
[BΦ2 ]l
′m′
l m
n2
})
, (3.34)
and
0 =
∑
l′m′
(
Ψl′m′
∑
l m
{
aMl m[AΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m − bMl m[AΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m − aEl mn1[BΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m + bEl mn2[BΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m
}
+ Φl′m′
∑
l m
{
aMl m[AΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m − bMl m[AΦ2 ]l
′m′
l m − aEl mn1[BΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m + bEl mn2[BΦ2 ]l
′m′
l m
})
. (3.35)
From the orthogonality of the vector spherical harmonics (C.3) it follows that we need to
satisfy for each l′ and m′ the following four homogeneous equations:
0 =
∑
l m
{
aEl m[AΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m − bEl m[AΦ2 ]l
′m′
l m + aMl m
[BΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m
n1
− bMl m
[BΦ2 ]l
′m′
l m
n2
}
, (3.36a)
0 =
∑
l m
{
− aEl mn1[BΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m + bEl mn2[BΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m + aMl m[AΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m − bMl m[AΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m
}
, (3.36b)
0 =
∑
l m
{
aEl m[AΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m − bEl m[AΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m + aMl m
[BΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m
n1
− bMl m
[BΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m
n2
}
, (3.36c)
0 =
∑
l m
{
− aEl mn1[BΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m + bEl mn2[BΦ2 ]l
′m′
l m + aMl m[AΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m − bMl m[AΦ2 ]l
′m′
l m
}
. (3.36d)
We can now rewrite these equations in the suggestive matrix form
∑
l m
Ml′m′l m ·ψl m = 0, (3.37)
where we introduced the perturbation matrix
Ml′m′l m =

[AΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m −[AΦ2 ]l′m′l m [BΦ1 ]l′m′l m /n1 −[BΦ2 ]l′m′l m /n2
−n1[BΨ1 ]l′m′l m n2[BΨ2 ]l′m′l m [AΨ1 ]l′m′l m −[AΨ2 ]l′m′l m
[AΨ1 ]l
′m′
l m −[AΨ2 ]l′m′l m [BΨ1 ]l′m′l m /n1 −[BΨ2 ]l′m′l m /n2
−n1[BΦ1 ]l′m′l m n2[BΦ2 ]l′m′l m [AΦ1 ]l′m′l m −[AΦ2 ]l′m′l m

, (3.38)
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as well as the (field-) coefficients vector
ψl m =

aEl m
bEl m
aMl m
bMl m

. (3.39)
We want to emphasize that the matrix formulation of the boundary condition in (3.37)
is exact. Admittedly, it contains infinite sums and, as we have to consider all l′ and m′,
infinitely many equations. However, this boundary condition is favorable compared to
previous formulations, as it does not include any radial or angular dependence and is a
single, non-redundant equation. Additionally, it is a set of linear equations and we have
a wealth of mathematical tools to solve problems of this kind.
3.4 The Unperturbed Problem
To get further convinced of the usefulness of our new boundary condition, let us consider
the unperturbed problem. As the spherical boundary is described by R(θ, φ) = r0 and
therefore n‖ = 0, we can substitute this into (3.31) to find
Auα,lm(θ, φ) = AΦα l(r0)Φl m(θ, φ), and Buα,lm(θ, φ) = AΨα l(r0)Ψl m(θ, φ), (3.40)
where we added the superscript u to distinguish quantities of the unperturbed problem
from the general ones. As the entire angular dependence is encoded in the vector spherical
harmonics, we can employ their orthogonality (C.3) to determine the perturbation matrix
elements using (3.33). A straight-forward calculation gives
[AΦuα ]l
′m′
l m = δl l′δmm′AΦα l(r0), (3.41a)
[AΨuα ]l
′m′
l m = 0, (3.41b)
[BΦuα ]l
′m′
l m = 0, (3.41c)
[BΨuα ]l
′m′
l m = δl l′δmm′AΨα l(r0). (3.41d)
By going back to the definition of the radial functions (3.27) we find AΦα l(r0) = 1 and
recalling that the radial functions actually depend on kα r, we again introduce the dimen-
sionless wave number xu = k0 r0. For later convenience, let us define RΨα l(xu) ≡ AΨα l(r0)
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to rewrite the matrix equation (3.37) in the case of an undeformed sphere as

1 −1 0 0
−n1RΨ1 l(xu) n2RΨ2 l(xu) 0 0
0 0 RΨ1 l(xu)/n1 −RΨ2 l(xu)/n2
0 0 1 −1

·

aEulm
bEulm
aMulm
bMulm

= 0, (3.42)
where we performed the infinite sum over l and m using the Kronecker deltas in (3.41)
and renamed the indices l′ → l and m′ → m. We again write it compactly as
Ml(xu) ·ψulm = 0. (3.43)
This linear equation allows two types of solutions, the trivial one, characterized by a
non-vanishing determinant of the system, and the non-trivial solutions, characterized by
a vanishing determinant. To calculate the determinant, we notice that the perturbation
matrix is block-diagonal, i.e.,
Ml(xu) = MEl (xu)⊕MMl (xu). (3.44)
With this property, it is clear that the boundary condition does not mix aEulm and bEulm
with aMulm and bMulm , i.e., the boundary condition does not mix TE- and TM- modes. This
property also allows the factorization of the determinant via
det Ml(xu) = det MEl (xu) det MMl (xu). (3.45)
To calculate the determinant of both 2× 2 matrices, we recall the definitions of RΨα l(xu)
and the equations (2.46) to find
det MEl (xu) = i fTEl (xu)/xu, and det MMl (xu) = −i xu fTMl (xu). (3.46)
Hence the determinant of the joint system reads
det Ml(xu) = fTEl (xu) fTMl (xu). (3.47)
This sets us in the same situation as in Section 2.4: On the one hand, we get the trivial
solution of (3.43) if xu is no eigenvalue of the perfectly spherical body. On the other hand,
the non-trivial solutions are the TE- or TM-resonances characterized by xu = xσl n. Thus,
we find full agreement of both approaches.
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4 Resonances of a Deformed Dielectric Sphere:
TE-Case
Equipped with the boundary condition encoded in the matrix equation (3.37), we can
conveniently employ BCPT and determine the resonances of slightly deformed dielectric
spheres. Since the treatment of TE-resonances allow simplifications compared to the
TM-resonances, we determine the corrections of TE-resonances in this section, and the
correction of the TM-resonances in Section 5.
To determine the corrections to the TE-resonances, we first introduce a quantum-like
notation and do some initial discussions in Section 4.1. With this, we are able to solve the
first-order equations conveniently in Section 4.3. As the result of the first-order equations
allow two distinct higher-order approaches, we study them separately in in Sections 4.4
and 4.5 and find the resonances of the perturbed system up to and including second-order
terms.
4.1 Introduction of a Quantum-like Notation
To solve the full boundary condition (3.37) in an efficient and clear manner, it is convenient
to adopt a quantum-like notation to represent the coefficients and the variables of this
equation. The use of such a notation is possible because one can always associate a linear
operator to a matrix and vice versa. However, we should always keep in mind that we are
dealing with a purely classical physics problem, even though we are using quantum-like
notation.
4.1.1 Construction of the Hilbert Space
To begin with, let us introduce the states |l m〉 with l = 0, 1, . . . ,∞ and m = −l,−l + 1,
. . . , l. By hypothesis, they are orthonormal
〈l′m′|l m〉 = δl′ lδm′m, (4.1)
and form an orthonormal basis of the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space that we denote
as H∞. The resolution of identity for this space reads
Iˆ∞ =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
|l m〉〈l m|, (4.2)
and expresses its completeness. Here and hereafter, the subscript∞ denotes operators in
H∞ and the caret symbol will mark operators in any infinite-dimensional Hilbert space.
Next we define the four vectors |i〉 with i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We also impose that they are
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orthonormal,
〈i′|i〉 = δi′ i, (4.3)
and span a four-dimensional Hilbert space denoted as H4. The completeness of this basis
is again granted by the resolution of identity
I4 =
4∑
i=1
|i〉〈i|, (4.4)
where the identity operator I4 can be represented by the 4× 4 identity matrix.
Finally we define the tensor product Hilbert space
H = H∞ ⊗H4, (4.5)
which is by definition spanned by the vectors
|l m i〉 = |l m〉 ⊗ |i〉. (4.6)
The completeness relation for H then reads:
Iˆ = Iˆ∞ ⊗ I4 =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
4∑
i=1
|l m i〉〈l m i|, (4.7)
where here and hereafter operators in H will be denoted by calligraphic letters and the
caret again indicates the infiniteness of the associated Hilbert space. From now on we
will write the triple sums in a more compact way as in (3.29), so
∑
l m i
stands for
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
4∑
i=1
. (4.8)
4.1.2 Derivation of an Operator Equation
Equipped with this paraphernalia, we can rewrite our full boundary condition (3.37) in
terms of states and operators in H.
To do so, we first introduce the vector state |ψ〉 to be represented by the coefficients
vector ψl m defined in (3.39), i.e.,
|ψ〉 .= ψl m, (4.9)
where we use the symbol .= to denote a vector or matrix representation. As usual, we can
go from the abstract state |ψ〉 to the vector representation by multiplying a basis state
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〈l m i| from the left, and we define
ψl m i = 〈l m i|ψ〉. (4.10)
Here, i denotes the component of the vector ψl m, as
ψl m =

ψl m 1
ψl m 2
ψl m 3
ψl m 4

=

aEl m
bEl m
aMl m
bMl m

. (4.11)
Secondly, we want to define the perturbation operator Mˆ so that by acting with it on
|ψ〉 we reproduce (3.37). Therefore, we define the matrix elements of the perturbation
operator in terms of the matrix elements of the perturbation matrix as
〈l′m′ i′|Mˆ|l m i〉 = [Ml′m′l m ]i′ i, (4.12)
where, in comparison with (3.38), we have for example
[Ml′m′l m ]11 = [AΦ1 ]l
′m′
l m , and [Ml
′m′
l m ]34 = −[BΨ2 ]l
′m′
l m /n2.
Using this notation, we can equivalently rewrite (3.37) as
Mˆ|ψ〉 = 0. (4.13)
We can show this by inserting an identity (4.7) left and right of Mˆ and find
Mˆ|ψ〉 = ∑
l′m′ i′
∑
l m i
|l′m′ i′〉〈l′m′ i′|Mˆ|l m i〉〈l m i|ψ〉
=
∑
l′m′ i′
(∑
l m i
[Ml′m′l m ]i′ i ψl m i
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0 from (3.37)
|l′m′ i′〉
= 0.
4.1.3 Application of BCPT
Now we want to apply BCPT using this quantum-like notation. In Section 3.2 we discussed
that the idea is to expand the boundary condition, and therefore all quantities in (4.13),
in powers of a supposedly small parameter ε. To this end, we start by doing some purely
formal manipulations, without worrying about the convergence of the power series.
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Let us start by expanding the state |ψ〉 ≡ |ψ(ε)〉 as
|ψ(ε)〉 = |ψ(0)〉+ ε |ψ(1)〉+ ε2 |ψ(2)〉+ . . . . (4.14)
Similarly we want to expand the perturbation operator Mˆ ≡ Mˆ(x, ε), where the eigen-
value x encodes the optical resonance of the perturbed system. In the light of customary
perturbation theories we first expand x in powers of ε as
x(ε) = x(0) + ε x(1) + ε2 x(2) + . . . , (4.15)
and introduce the expansion of the perturbation operator
Mˆ(x(ε), ε) = Mˆ(0) + εMˆ(1) + ε2 Mˆ(2) + . . . . (4.16)
Since x(0) = x(0) from (4.15), we notice that the zeroth-order perturbation operator can
be rewritten as
Mˆ(0) = Mˆ(x(0), 0). (4.17)
Now that we expanded the state |ψ〉 in (4.14) as well as the perturbation operator Mˆ
in (4.16), we can insert them into the boundary condition (4.13). We find
0 = Mˆ(x(ε), ε) |ψ(ε)〉
=
(
Mˆ(0) + εMˆ(1) + ε2 Mˆ(2) + . . .
) (
|ψ(0)〉+ ε |ψ(1)〉+ ε2 |ψ(2)〉+ . . .
)
= Mˆ(0)|ψ(0)〉+ ε
(
Mˆ(0)|ψ(1)〉+ Mˆ(1)|ψ(0)〉
)
+ ε2
(
Mˆ(0)|ψ(2)〉+ Mˆ(1)|ψ(1)〉+ Mˆ(2)|ψ(0)〉
)
+ . . . .
We can solve this equation perturbatively by requiring that each term in this equation
needs to vanish separately. Thus we find the chain of equations
ε0 : Mˆ(0)|ψ(0)〉 = 0, (4.18a)
ε1 : Mˆ(0)|ψ(1)〉+ Mˆ(1)|ψ(0)〉 = 0, (4.18b)
ε2 : Mˆ(0)|ψ(2)〉+ Mˆ(1)|ψ(1)〉+ Mˆ(2)|ψ(0)〉 = 0, (4.18c)
... ...
which we need to solve successively to determine the resonance x as well as the field
coefficients encoded by |ψ〉 up to the desired order.
This sets in a similar situation as in quantum mechanics, where the analogous pertur-
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bative approach is called Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory, also known as time-
independent perturbation theory or stationary state perturbation theory (cf., e.g., [38]).
This is due to the fact that the underlying Hilbert space structure is compatible. How-
ever, besides this mathematical similarity, the underlying physics encoded in the operators
and states is completely different.
4.1.4 Properties of the Perturbation Operator
Let us remark up to now this is only a formal expansion and we did not use any properties
of the perturbation operator. However, as we defined it in terms of the matrix elements
of the perturbation matrix in (4.12), and the matrix elements are given by (3.38), one
can explicitly calculate them. As these computations are rather lengthy and not very
insightful, they are presented with full details in Appendix E. To progress, we want to
summarize the most important results of these computations. The first noticeable one is
that we actually find an expansion as depicted in (4.16). The second result is that we can
rewrite the zeroth-, first- and second-order perturbation operators as
Mˆ(0) = Dˆ(0), (4.19a)
Mˆ(ν) = Vˆ(ν) + x(ν)Dˆ(ν), (4.19b)
where ν = 1, 2 denotes first- and second-order operators. These newly introduced opera-
tors have further properties. The first one addresses the operators Dˆ(n), where n = 0, 1, 2
denotes all orders considered in this work. They are diagonal with respect to the basis
vectors |l m〉, that is,
Dˆ(n)|l m i〉 = |l m〉 ⊗M (n)l |i〉, (4.20)
and the operator M (n)l can be represented by a 4 × 4 matrix. By multiplying Dˆ(n) with
〈l′m′ i′| from the left, one finds its matrix elements
〈l′m′ i′|Dˆ(n)|l m i〉 = δl l′δmm′〈i′|M (n)l |i〉, (4.21)
where especially 〈i′|M (0)l |i〉 is represented by Ml(x(0)) defined in (3.43).
The second property of the operators Vˆ(ν) and Dˆ(ν) is that they are independent of
x(ν), which we write as
dVˆ(ν)
dx(ν) = 0, and
dDˆ(ν)
dx(ν) = 0. (4.22)
Simply speaking, this property states that the entire x(ν)-dependence of Mˆ(ν) in (4.19b)
is explicitly written down.
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4.2 Zeroth-Order Perturbation Theory
Let us now use our quantum-like notation by solving the zeroth order equation (4.18a).
We can rewrite this equation using (4.19a) as
Dˆ(0)|ψ(0)〉 = 0. (4.23)
By inserting two resolutions of identity (4.7) left and right of Dˆ(0) we find
0 =
∑
l′m′ i′
∑
l m i
|l′m′ i′〉〈l′m′ i′|Dˆ(0)|l m i〉 〈l m i|ψ(0)〉
=
∑
l′m′ i′
∑
l m i
|l′m′ i′〉 δl l′δmm′ 〈i′|M (0)l |i〉ψ(0)l m i
=
∑
l′m′ i′
[∑
i
〈i′|M (0)l |i〉ψ(0)l m i
]
|l′m′ i′〉, (4.24)
where we used (4.20), defined ψ(0)l m i = 〈l m i|ψ(0)〉 in the second line and carried out the
summation over l and m in the last one. Since the |l m i〉 form a complete basis of H, all
the coefficients in the square bracket need to be identically zero. That is
4∑
i=1
〈i′|M (0)l |i〉ψ(0)l m i = 0. (4.25)
Of cause, this is the same result that we would had obtained if we just multiplied (4.23)
from the left by 〈l′m′ i′| and we will use this property heavily later on. As previously
stated,M (0)l in basis |i〉 has the matrix representation Ml(x(0)) defined by (3.43) and ψ(0)l m i
is represented by the vector ψ(0)l m. Hence the previous equation is equivalent to
Ml(x(0)) ·ψ(0)l m = 0. (4.26)
But this sets us exactly in the same situation as for the unperturbed problem, discussed
in Section 3.4, if we require x(0) ≡ xu, i.e., the zeroth-order eigenvalue has to be a valid
eigenvalue of the unperturbed problem. This confirms our physical expectation that the
zeroth-order perturbation theory reproduces the unperturbed problem. Thus, we can now
interpret x(0) as an unperturbed eigenvalue and the quantities x(1) and x(2) as its first- and
second-order corrections respectively.
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To continue, let us write (4.26) in its full form as

1 −1 0 0
−n1RΨ1 l(x(0)) n2RΨ2 l(x(0)) 0 0
0 0 RΨ1 l(x(0))/n1 −RΨ2 l(x(0))/n2
0 0 1 −1

·

a
E (0)
l m
b
E (0)
l m
a
M (0)
l m
b
M (0)
l m

= 0. (4.27)
We recall from Section 2.4 that the solutions of this equation are characterized by the
resonances xσl n, where σ = TE,TM, l = 1, 2, . . . and n = 1, 2, . . . . Let us now choose the
specific TE-mode x(0) = xTEl0 n0 .
From the aforementioned section we know that (4.27) is trivially solvable if l 6= l0.
Together with the fact that the resonances are non-degenerate with respect to l, we find
ψ
(0)
l m = 0 for l 6= l0. Thus, the last step is to solve (4.27) for l = l0. To do so, we first find
that the TE-modes are characterized by
fTEl0 (x
(0)) = −n1RΨ1 l0(x(0)) + n2RΨ2 l0(x(0)) = 0,
where we recalled (2.47) and the definition of RΨα l0(x(0)) from Section 3.4. Now it is useful
to introduce
z = n1RΨ1 l0(x
(0)) = n2RΨ2 l0(x
(0)), (4.28)
to rewrite (4.27) for l = l0 compactly as
1 −1 0 0
−z z 0 0
0 0 z/n21 −z/n22
0 0 1 −1

·

a
E (0)
l0m
b
E (0)
l0m
a
M (0)
l0m
b
M (0)
l0m

= 0. (4.29)
From the first line we find that aE (0)l0m = b
E (0)
l0m and then the second line gives a trivial
identity. The remaining two lines give aM (0)l0m = 0 = b
M (0)
l0m , as the determinant of the
magnetic block is non-zero due to the fact that the resonances are non-degenerate with
respect to the polarization σ as discussed in Section 2.4.
Now that we fully solved the zeroth order, let us summarize the results. By choosing
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an unperturbed eigenvalue x(0) = xTEl0 n0 , we found the field coefficients
ψ
(0)
l0m = a
E (0)
l0m

1
1
0
0
 , and ψ
(0)
l m =

0
0
0
0
 , l 6= l0. (4.30)
Up to now, the 2 l0 +1 coefficients aE (0)l0m are completely arbitrary real or complex numbers.
4.2.1 Change of Basis
The four-dimensional basis |i〉 defined by (4.3), although natural, is not the most suitable
basis for further considerations. In the previous paragraphs we noticed that we have a
vanishing determinant in the electric block which results in the trivial identity in the
second line of (4.29). To exploit this property we diagonalize the electric block. Let us
consider the operator MEl0 in H2, which encodes the electric block. In basis |i〉, i = 1, 2,
it is given by
〈i′|MEl0 |i〉
.= MEl0(x
(0)) =
 1 −1
−z z
 , (4.31)
where MEl0 was defined in (3.44). First of all we notice that this matrix, and therefore
also the operators MEl0 and M
(0)
l0 , is non-Hermitian. To handle this in a convenient way,
we employ bi-orthogonal states, which is a method heavily used in quantum mechanics
when considering open systems, characterized by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians [6–8].
The idea of this method is to introduce two sets of eigenvectors of MEl0 , the right-
eigenvectors |αi〉 and the left-eigenvectors 〈α˜i|, so that
MEl0 |αi〉 = λi |αi〉, (4.32a)
〈α˜i|MEl0 = λi 〈α˜i|. (4.32b)
In the case of non-Hermitian operators, one has in general |αi〉† = 〈αi| 6= 〈α˜i|. It is not
hard to show that these eigenvalue equations are satisfied by
|α1〉 .=
1
1
 , 〈α˜1| .= 11 + z
[
z 1
]
, (4.33a)
|α2〉 .= 11 + z
 1
−z
 , 〈α˜2| .= [1 −1] , (4.33b)
with λ1 = 0 and λ2 = z + 1. By writing these vectors we have chosen the standard
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normalization for bi-orthogonal vectors, that is
〈α˜i′|αi〉 = δi′ i, i, i′ = 1, 2, (4.34)
and by inspection we also find
2∑
i=1
|αi〉〈α˜i| = I2, (4.35)
where the identity operator I2 is represented by the 2× 2 identity matrix. Thus we found
that our bi-orthogonal states form a complete basis of H2.
We now want to promote this new basis to a complete basis of H4. Therefore we
simply extend the vector representation of our state by padding it with two zeros, e.g.,
〈α˜2| .=
[
1 −1 0 0
]
. (4.36)
They get completed by defining4
|αi〉 = |i〉, and 〈α˜i| = 〈i|, i = 3, 4. (4.37)
It is an elementary algebra exercise to verify that these basis vectors also satisfy the
standard normalization condition for bi-orthogonal vectors,
〈α˜i′ |αi〉 = δi′i, i, i′ = 1, 2, 3, 4, (4.38)
and form a complete basis of H4, i.e.,
4∑
i=1
|αi〉〈α˜i| = I4. (4.39)
By construction, we diagonalized the electric block of (4.29) and kept the magnetic block,
so in the new basis we have
〈α˜i′|M (0)l0 |αi〉
.=

0 0 0 0
0 1 + z 0 0
0 0 z/n21 −z/n22
0 0 1 −1
 , (4.40)
where the determinant of the lower 3× 3 matrix is non-vanishing.
With our new basis we can also rewrite our zeroth-order result. To do so, we rewrite
4An alternative possibility would be to fully diagonalize M (0)l0 defined by (4.29), but this is not neces-
sary and not practically convenient.
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our zeroth-order state as
|ψ(0)〉 = ∑
l m i
|l m i〉〈l m i|ψ(0)〉 (4.41)
=
l0∑
m=−l0
2∑
i=1
a
E (0)
l0m |l0mi〉
=
l0∑
m=−l0
a
E (0)
l0m |l0m〉 ⊗
2∑
i=1
|i〉, (4.42)
where we used (4.30) in the second line and (4.6) in the last one. However, we notice that
2∑
i=1
|i〉 = |α1〉, (4.43)
and we can conveniently write (4.41) as
|ψ(0)〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
a
E (0)
l0m |l0mα1〉, (4.44)
where we introduced
|l0mαi〉 = |l0m〉 ⊗ |αi〉. (4.45)
It needs to be understood that the states |l0mα1〉 are the fundamental solutions of our
unperturbed problem, that is,
Dˆ(0) |l0mα1〉 = 0, (4.46)
and likewise, the bi-orthogonal conjugate expression 〈l0mα˜1| satisfies the conjugate zeroth-
order equation
〈l0mα˜1| Dˆ(0) = 0. (4.47)
4.2.2 Some Preparatory Remarks
In the previous section we found that all |l0mα1〉 are solutions of the zeroth-order equation
(4.46), and the zeroth-order result is an undetermined linear combination of those states.
The reason for this is that the unperturbed resonance xTEl0 n0 is (2 l0+1)-fold degenerate with
respect to m. We need to take this fact into consideration when solving the higher-order
equations.
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To treat the degeneracy5 in a convenient and clear manner, let us consider the states
|l0m〉 = |l0,−l0〉, |l0,−l0 + 1〉, . . . , |l0, l0〉, (4.48)
in H∞ associated to xTEl0 n0 . These states span a 2 l0 +1-dimensional subspace of H∞ which
we denote as degenerate subspace Hl0 . With this, we can split |ψ(ε)〉 into a part contained
in Hl0 ⊗H4 and a part contained in its complementary subspace H \Hl0 ⊗H4 via
|ψ(ε)〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
4∑
i=1
〈l0mi|ψ(ε)〉 |l0mi〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
in Hl0 ⊗H4
+
∑
l m i
′〈l m i|ψ(ε)〉 |l m i〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
in H \Hl0 ⊗H4
, (4.49)
where here and hereafter
∑
l m i
′ stands for
∞∑
l=0
l 6=l0
l∑
m=−l
4∑
i=1
. (4.50)
Mathematically speaking, in (4.49) we split |ψ(ε)〉 into a projection on the degenerate
subspace and a projection on the complementary subspace.
From our zeroth-order considerations we found it convenient to use the basis |l0mαi〉
in Hl0 ⊗H4, so we rewrite (4.49) as
|ψ(ε)〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
4∑
i=1
〈l0mα˜i|ψ(ε)〉 |l0mαi〉+
∑
l m i
′〈l m i|ψ(ε)〉 |l m i〉. (4.51)
To get a series expansion of |ψ(ε)〉 as in (4.14), we introduce a shorthand notation for the
scalar products and expand them. In the degenerate subspace, we have
ψmαi(ε) ≡ 〈l0mα˜i|ψ(ε)〉
= ψ(0)mαi + ε ψ
(1)
mαi
+ ε2 ψ(2)mαi + . . . , (4.52)
and in the non-degenerate subspace we have
ψl m i(ε) = 〈l m i|ψ(ε)〉
= ψ(0)l m i + ε ψ
(1)
l m i + ε2 ψ
(2)
l m i + . . . , (4.53)
with l 6= l0. With this definitions, we immediately find the zeroth-order results
ψ(0)mαi = δi 1 a
E (0)
l0m , and ψ
(0)
l m i = 0, l 6= l0. (4.54)
5There is no non-degenerate case as l0 > 0.
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In order to solve the higher-order equations, we collect our previous results and find
|ψ(n)〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
4∑
i=1
ψ(n)mαi |l0mαi〉+
∑
l m i
′
ψ
(n)
l m i |l m i〉. (4.55)
With this, we are fully equipped to solve the first-order equation.
4.3 First-Order Perturbation Theory
Let us start by recalling the equation under consideration (4.18b). Together with (4.19),
it reads
Dˆ(0) |ψ(1)〉+
[
Vˆ(1) + x(1)Dˆ(1)
]
|ψ(0)〉 = 0. (4.56)
In order to solve this equation, we project onto the degenerate and non-degenerate sub-
space as discussed in the previous section.
4.3.1 First-Order Eigenvalue Corrections
Let us start by considering this problem in the degenerate subspace. Therefore we multiply
(4.56) from the left with 〈l0m′ α˜i′ | to find
〈l0m′ α˜i′|Dˆ(0) |ψ(1)〉+ 〈l0m′ α˜i′|
[
Vˆ(1) + x(1)Dˆ(1)
]
|ψ(0)〉 = 0, (4.57)
which needs to hold for all m′ and i′. Recalling the zeroth-order result (4.46), we find
that the first term vanishes for i′ = 1. Let us consider this specific case first. Inserting
our zeroth-order state |ψ(0)〉 from (4.44) yields
l0∑
m=−l0
{
〈l0m′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l0mα1〉+ x(1)〈l0m′ α˜1|Dˆ(1)|l0mα1〉
}
a
E (0)
l0m = 0. (4.58)
Now we can use (4.21) to exploit the diagonal form of Dˆ(1) and do some straight forward
manipulations to get6
l0∑
m=−l0
1
x(0)
〈l0m′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l0mα1〉
〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉
a
E (0)
l0m = −
x(1)
x(0)
a
E (0)
l0m′ . (4.59)
This is nothing but an eigenvalue equation, which we rewrite as
Va = ∆(1)a. (4.60)
6The division by x(0) is always possible as x(0) 6= 0.
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Here we introduced the (2 l0 + 1)× (2 l0 + 1) matrix V with elements
Vm′m =
1
x(0)
〈l0m′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l0mα1〉
〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉
, (4.61)
and going through the explicit calculations in Section 6.1, it turns out that V is a Hermi-
tian matrix. Furthermore, we defined the (2 l0 + 1)-component vector a with components
am ≡ aE (0)l0m , (4.62)
and the, due to the Hermicity of V, real eigenvalues ∆(1) as
∆(1) = −x
(1)
x(0)
. (4.63)
In this formulation it is clear that we find 2 l0 + 1 eigenpairs (∆(1),a) solving (4.60), and
we label them with µ as
(∆(1)(µ),a(µ)), µ = −l0,−l0 + 1, . . . , l0. (4.64)
Thus we finally write (4.60) as
Va(µ) = ∆(1)(µ)a(µ). (4.65)
With this, we found the first-order eigenvalue corrections.
To proceed, we notice that the deformation is encoded in V and that we can consider
two cases separately. The first one is the non-degenerate case, where ∆(1)(µ) 6= ∆(1)(µ′)
for all µ 6= µ′, i.e., all first-order eigenvalue corrections x(1)µ are different. The second case
is the degenerate case, where we have ∆(1)(µ) = ∆(1)(µ′) for some µ 6= µ′. Until Section
4.5, let us assume that the perturbation fully removed the degeneracy, i.e., we consider the
non-degenerate case.
4.3.2 Normalization and another Basis Change
The next step is to discuss the eigenvectors a(µ) of the Hermitian matrix V. First we
recall that am(µ) ≡ aE (0)l0m (µ) from (4.62), which means that the first-order eigenvalue
equation (4.65) determines the zeroth-order coefficients aE (0)l0m .
Furthermore we did not rely on any normalization of the electromagnetic fields, and
thus on any constraint on the aE (0)l0m , to determine the unperturbed eigenvalues as well as
the corresponding first-order eigenvalue corrections. Due to the Hermicity of V, the a(µ)
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are orthogonal and it will be advantageous to choose them orthonormal as
(
a(µ′),a(µ)
)
=
l0∑
m=−l0
a∗m(µ′) am(µ) = δµ′µ, (4.66)
and we will see soon, why this helps us to keep the calculations close to the quantum-
mechanical Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory.
To proceed, we notice that the a(µ) dictate a new basis of Hl0 ⊗H4. Let us consider
the 2 l0 + 1 states
|ϕµ〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
am(µ) |l0m〉, (4.67)
in the degenerate subspace Hl0 . Using the orthogonality of the states |l0m〉 from (4.1) as
well as the orthogonality of the a(µ) from (4.66), it immediately follows that these states
are orthonormal
〈ϕµ′|ϕµ〉 = δµ′µ, (4.68)
and due to the completeness of the |l0m〉 inHl0 , we also find that these states are complete
Il0 =
l0∑
µ=−l0
|ϕµ〉〈ϕµ|, (4.69)
where Il0 denotes the identity operator in Hl0 . Thus, the states |ϕµ〉 form a complete and
orthonormal basis of Hl0 .
As always, we can use this basis to build a basis for Hl0 ⊗H4 via
|ϕµ αi〉 = |ϕµ〉 ⊗ |αi〉 (4.70)
=
l0∑
m=−l0
am(µ) |l0mαi〉, (4.71)
and we also define its conjugate 〈ϕµ α˜i| = 〈ϕµ| ⊗ 〈α˜i|. With these definitions it is easy to
show that the |ϕµ αi〉 form a complete and orthonormal basis of Hl0 ⊗H4.
This new basis is natural in the sense that it has useful properties to conveniently treat
the problem. First of all, the states |ϕµ α1〉 are solutions of the zeroth-order equation
(4.23), i.e.,
Dˆ(0) |ϕµ α1〉 = 0, and 〈ϕµ α˜1| Dˆ(0) = 0. (4.72)
This just clearly expresses the fact that we do not know ab initio which is the correct
linear combination of |l0mα1〉 to consider to find the desired eigenvalue. After we solved
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the first-order equation however, we know that
lim
ε→0 |ψ(ε)〉 = |ϕµ α1〉, (4.73)
depending on which eigenvalue correction x(1) ≡ x(1)µ we consider7.
Furthermore, the |ϕµ α1〉 are not only the correct zeroth-order states to begin with,
but they also diagonalize Vˆ via
〈ϕ˜µ′ α˜1| Vˆ(1) |ϕµ α1〉 = −δµ′µ x(1)µ 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉. (4.74)
Now let us consider a specific eigenvalue correction x(1)µ0 . Thus, the corresponding zeroth-
order state is
|ψ(0)〉 = |ϕµ0 α1〉, (4.75)
and its bi-orthogonal conjugate zeroth-order state is
〈ψ˜(0)| =
l0∑
m=−l0
a∗m(µ0) 〈l0mα˜1|
= 〈ϕµ0 α˜1|. (4.76)
This unperturbed state is normalized according to
1 = 〈ψ˜(0)|ψ(0)〉 (4.77)
=
l0∑
m=−l0
∣∣∣aE (0)l0m ∣∣∣2 . (4.78)
This is the result of our choice, that the a(µ) are orthonormal, but has no straightforward
physical meaning. This is different from quantum mechanical perturbation theories, where
the wavefunction needs to be properly normalized to have its well-known probabilistic
interpretation.
Before we continue, let us use our new basis for Hl0 ⊗H4 by rewriting (4.55) as
|ψ(n)〉 =
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=1
〈ϕµ α˜i|ψ(n)〉 |ϕµ αi〉+
∑
l m i
′〈l m i|ψ(n)〉 |l m i〉, (4.79)
and we likewise introduce the expansion coefficients
ϕ(n)µαi = 〈ϕµ α˜i|ψ(n)〉. (4.80)
7We could also introduce an index µ to |ψ(ε)〉 and |ψ(0)〉 to label this this dependence, however, we
choose not to do so in order to keep a more compact notation.
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Using this change of basis, the zeroth-order result reads
ϕ(0)µαi = δµµ0δi 1, and ψ
(0)
l m i = 0, l 6= l0. (4.81)
4.3.3 First-Order State Corrections
In order to solve the second-order equation in the next section, we also need to determine
the first-order state corrections encoded in |ψ(1)〉. Therefore we need to fully solve the
first-order equation (4.56).
Let us start to solve the first-order equation in the degenerate subspace first. Therefore
we multiply it with 〈ϕµ′ α˜i′| from the left and recall that we consider the eigenvalue
correction x(1)µ0 setting the zeroth-order state as in (4.75). We find
〈ϕµ′ α˜i′ |Dˆ(0) |ψ(1)〉+ 〈ϕµ′ α˜i′ |Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0 α1〉+ x(1)µ0 〈ϕµ′ α˜i′|Dˆ(1)|ϕµ0 α1〉 = 0. (4.82)
Before we can solve this equation, we need to notice that the matrix elements of Dˆ(n)
in the new basis are given by
〈ϕµ′ α˜i′ |Dˆ(n) |ϕµ αi〉 = δµ′µ 〈α˜i′ |M (n)l0 |αi〉, (4.83)
which directly follow from the diagonality of Dˆ(n) in (4.20) as well as the orthonormality
of the |ϕµ〉 in (4.68). With this, we can now determine all terms in (4.82) separately.
Starting with the first term using (4.79), we find
〈ϕµ′ α˜i′|Dˆ(0) |ψ(1)〉 =
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=1
〈ϕµ′ α˜i′ |Dˆ(0) |ϕµ αi〉ϕ(1)µαi
=
4∑
i=2
〈α˜i′ |M (0)l0 |αi〉ϕ(1)µ′ αi , (4.84)
where in the second line, we dropped the i = 1 term due to (4.40). The second term of
(4.82) equals
〈ϕµ′ α˜i′ |Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0 α1〉 = −δi′1 δµ′µ0 x(1)µ0 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉
+ [1− δi′1] 〈ϕµ′ α˜i′ |Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0 α1〉,
(4.85)
where we simplified the i′ = 1 term using (4.74) and get no simplifications for i′ 6= 1. The
third and last term is proportional to
〈ϕµ′ α˜i′|Dˆ(1)|ϕµ0 α1〉 = δµ′µ0〈α˜i′ |M (1)l0 |α1〉. (4.86)
Now that we determined all three terms separately, we can collect them and find after
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some elementary manipulations
4∑
i=2
〈α˜i′|M (0)l0 |αi〉ϕ(1)µ′ αi = [δi′ 1 − 1]
[
〈ϕµ′ αi′ |Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0 α1〉+ δµ′µ0 x(1)µ0 〈α˜i′|M (1)l0 |α1〉
]
.
First of all we notice that we get a trivial identity for the i′ = 1 case using (4.40) for the
left hand side. This just confirms that we are doing things consistently, as we already
used this case to construct the basis |ϕµ αi〉. Additionally we notice that the coefficients
ϕ
(1)
µ′ α1 are left undetermined in the first-order perturbation theory.
To find the remaining coefficients in the degenerate subspace, let us write down the
case i′ 6= 1 separately as
4∑
i=2
〈α˜i′ |M (0)l0 |αi〉ϕ(1)µ′ αi = −
[
〈ϕµ′ αi′|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0 α1〉+ δµ′µ0 x(1)µ0 〈α˜i′ |M (1)l0 |α1〉
]
. (4.87)
By noticing that 〈α˜i′|M (0)l0 |αi〉 can be represented by the invertible 3× 3 matrix depicted
in (4.40), we can solve for the ϕ(1)µαi with i 6= 1 by inversion.
In contrast to these calculations, the determination of the coefficients in the non-
degenerate subspace seems trivial. First of all, we project (4.56) on the non-degenerate
subspace and find for all l′ 6= l0, m′ and i′
〈l′m′ i′|Dˆ(0) |ψ(1)〉+ 〈l′m′ i′|Vˆ(1) |ϕµ0 α1〉+ x(1)〈l′m′ i′|Dˆ(1) |ϕµ0 α1〉 = 0. (4.88)
Again we consider all terms separately. Using (4.79), the first term is given by
〈l′m′ i′|Dˆ(0) |ψ(1)〉 =
4∑
i=1
〈i′|M (0)l′ |i〉ψ(1)l′m′ i. (4.89)
For the second term, no simplification can be made and the last term vanishes due to the
diagonality of Dˆ(1). Therefore we find
4∑
i=1
〈i′|M (0)l′ |i〉ψ(1)l′m′ i = −〈l′m′ i′|Vˆ(1) |ϕµ0 α1〉. (4.90)
Similar to the previous case, we can represent 〈i′|M (0)l′ |i〉 as invertible, this time 4 × 4,
matrix Ml′(x(0)) defined in (4.26) and again solve for the ψ(1)l m i by inversion.
4.4 Second-Order Perturbation Theory
Now we want to determine the second-order correction to the eigenvalue x(2)µ0 , still only
for TE-resonances under the assumption that the deformation removed the degeneracy at
first order discussed in Section 4.3.1.
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First of all, let us bring the second-order equation (4.18c) using (4.19) into our familiar
form
Dˆ(0)|ψ(2)〉+
[
Vˆ(1) + x(1)µ0 Dˆ(1)
]
|ψ(1)〉+
[
Vˆ(2) + x(2)µ0 Dˆ(2)
]
|ψ(0)〉 = 0. (4.91)
4.4.1 Second-Order Eigenvalue Corrections
Likewise to our first-order calculations, we multiply (4.91) with 〈ϕµ′ α˜1| from the left and
find
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Dˆ(0)|ψ(2)〉+ 〈ϕµ′ α˜1|
[
Vˆ(1) + x(1)µ0 Dˆ(1)
]
|ψ(1)〉
+ 〈ϕµ′ α˜1|
[
Vˆ(2) + x(2)µ0 Dˆ(2)
]
|ϕµ0 α1〉 = 0. (4.92)
Again we factor out this equation and determine all five contributions separately.
To determine the first term, we notice that the 〈ϕµ′ α˜1| are solutions of the conjugate
zeroth-order equation depicted in (4.72) and thus, the first term vanishes. For the second
term, we simply decompose the first-order state correction as in (4.79) to write this term
as
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|ψ(1)〉 =
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=1
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ αi〉ϕ(1)µαi +
∑
l m i
′〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l m i〉ψ(1)l m i
= −x(1)µ′ 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉ϕ(1)µ′ α1 +
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=2
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ αi〉ϕ(1)µαi
+
∑
l m i
′〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l m i〉ψ(1)l m i, (4.93)
where we separated the sum into its i = 1 and i 6= 1 contribution in the second line and
used (4.74). The third term without its prefactor x(1)µ0 is given by
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Dˆ(1)|ψ(1)〉 =
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=1
δµ′µ〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |αi〉ϕ(1)µαi (4.94)
= 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉ϕ(1)µ′ α1 +
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=2
δµ′µ 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |αi〉ϕ(1)µαi , (4.95)
where we again split the sum into two contributions and did not carry out the summation
over µ for later convenience. The fourth term allows no simplification and the fifth and
final one is proportional to
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Dˆ(2)|ϕµ0 α1〉 = δµ′µ0〈α˜1|M (2)l0 |α1〉. (4.96)
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Collecting all pieces together and rearranging the terms we find
0 =
[
x(1)µ0 − x(1)µ′
]
〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉ϕ(1)µ′ α1 +
∑
l m i
′〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l m i〉ψ(1)l m i
+
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=2
[
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ αi〉+ δµ′µx(1)µ0 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |αi〉
]
ϕ(1)µαi
+
[
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(2)|ϕµ0 α1〉+ x(2)µ0 δµ′µ0〈α˜1|M (2)l0 |α1〉
]
. (4.97)
By choosing µ′ = µ0, we can solve this equation the second-order eigenvalue correction
via
x(2)µ0 = −
1
〈α˜1|M (2)l0 |α1〉
{
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=2
[
〈ϕµ0 α˜1|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ αi〉+ δµ0µx(1)µ0 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |αi〉
]
ϕ(1)µαi
+
∑
l m i
′〈ϕµ0 α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l m i〉ψ(1)l m i + 〈ϕµ0 α˜1|Vˆ(2)|ϕµ0 α1〉
}
. (4.98)
As all quantities on the right hand side of this equation are either known first-order
coefficients or known matrix elements, this equation actually gives us the second-order
eigenvalue correction.
Finally, let us introduce likewise to our first-order considerations
∆(2)(µ) = −x
(2)
µ
x(0)
, (4.99)
in order to rewrite the eigenvalue of the perturbed system (4.15) up to second order as
x(µ) = xTEl0 n0
(
1− ε∆(1)(µ)− ε2 ∆(2)(µ) + . . .
)
, (4.100)
where both ∆(1) and ∆(2) have an implicit dependence on the unperturbed resonance.
This concludes our search for the perturbed TE-eigenvalues x if the perturbation removes
the degeneracy at first order.
4.4.2 Further Remarks
At this point it should be clear how to determine higher-order corrections. However, there
is one detail left to discuss.
In order to determine the third-order eigenvalue correction, and similarly for higher
orders, one actually has to determine the up to now unknown coefficients ϕ(1)µ′ α1 . Therefore
we recall that we still have to solve (4.97) for the case µ′ 6= µ0. In the case that the
deformation fully removes the perturbation, the prefactor [x(1)µ0 − x(1)µ′ ] does not vanish.
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Therefore we can solve this equation via
ϕ
(1)
µ′ α1 = −
1[
x
(1)
µ0 − x(1)µ′
]
〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉
×
{
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=2
[
〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ αi〉+ δµ′µx(1)µ0 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |αi〉
]
ϕ(1)µαi
+
∑
l m i
′〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l m i〉ψ(1)l m i + 〈ϕµ′ α˜1|Vˆ(2)|ϕµ0 α1〉
}
, (4.101)
where again all quantities on the right-hand side are already known. However, there is
still the undetermined first-order quantity ϕ(1)µ0 α1 . To find it, we impose the normalization
of the perturbed state as
1 = 〈ψ˜(ε)|ψ(ε)〉 (4.102)
= 〈ψ˜(0)|ψ(0)〉+ ε
∣∣∣〈ψ˜(0)|ψ(1)〉∣∣∣2 + . . . ,
and together with our zeroth-order normalization 〈ψ˜(0)|ψ(0)〉 = 1 from (4.77), we therefore
need
〈ψ˜(0)|ψ(ν)〉 = 0, α = 1, 2, . . . . (4.103)
Now we can insert our zeroth-order state as well as our first-order state correction from
(4.79) to find
0 = 〈ψ˜(0)|ψ(1)〉
=
l0∑
µ=−l0
4∑
i=1
〈ϕµ0 α˜1|ϕµ αi〉ϕ(1)µαi
= ϕ(1)µ0 α1 , (4.104)
where we used the orthogonality of our states. At this point, we determined all first-order
quantities.
Let us remark that the normalization (4.103) is in quantum mechanics known as the
intermediate normalization and the wavefunction renormalization has to be applied in
order to keep the probabilistic interpretation of the wavefunction. However, as discussed
in Section 4.3.2, the overall normalization of the state |ψ(ε)〉 is arbitrary and we can
choose it for our convenience.
Now we want to discuss the first-order correction to |ψ(0)〉. First let us recall the rather
complicated spectrum of the perturbation operator Mˆ in Hl0⊗H4. By construction, this
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Hilbert space is spanned by the (2 l0 + 1)× 4 vectors |l0mαi〉. Let us write them down as
{|l0mα1〉} =

|l0,−l0〉
...
|l0, l0〉
⊗ |α1〉, {|l0m,αi〉} =

|l0,−l0〉
...
|l0, l0〉
⊗ |αi〉, i = 2, 3, 4.
We knew from our zeroth-order calculation that our zeroth-order state |ψ(0)〉 had to be a
linear combination of the 2 l0 + 1 basis states |l0mα1〉 colored blue in the equation above.
Apart from that, Hl0 ⊗H4 also contains the (2 l0 + 1)× 3 basis states |l0mαi〉, i = 2, 3, 4,
colored black in the equation above. The fact that these states also lie in Hl0 ⊗H4 is a
choice, as we denote Hl0 as the degenerate subspace and not Hl0 ⊗ span{|α1〉}.
When we changed the basis, we were simply rearranging the vectors in Hl0 without
affecting the space H4, so we have
{|ϕµ α1〉} =

|ϕ−l0〉
...
|ϕµ0−1〉
|ϕµ0〉
|ϕµ0+1〉
...
|ϕl0〉

⊗ |α1〉, {|ϕµ αi〉} =

|ϕ−l0〉
...
|ϕl0〉
⊗ |αi〉, i = 2, 3, 4,
where we highlighted in blue the zeroth-order state |ϕµ0 α1〉 of which we calculate the
perturbative corrections. By going to the first order in perturbation theory, we found
that our zeroth-order state |ϕµ0 α1〉 gets a correction. Especially all states in black in the
above equation get multiplied by their corresponding ϕ(1)µαi .
Furthermore, |ϕµ0 α1〉 gets corrections from the states |l m i〉, l 6= l0, which are in the
non-degenerate subspace. As their basis does not get changed, they simply get multiplied
by ψ(1)l m i.
To conclude this discussion, we want to write the perturbed state |ψ(ε)〉 up to first
order in its full form as
|ψ(ε)〉 = |ϕµ0 α1〉+ ε
 l0∑
µ=−l0
µ6=µ0
ϕ(1)µα1 |ϕµ α1〉+
4∑
i=2
l0∑
µ=−l0
ϕ(1)µαi |ϕµ αi〉
+
∞∑
l=0
l 6=l0
l∑
m=−l
4∑
i=1
ψ
(1)
l m i |l m i〉
+O(ε2). (4.105)
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4.5 Degenerate Second-Order Perturbation Theory
Now that we have computed the second-order eigenvalue correction under the assumption
that all first-order eigenvalue corrections x(1) are all different, we want to drop this as-
sumption and generalize our approach to geometries which do not have this property. For
example, an oblate spheroid has rotational symmetry and keeps a two-fold degeneracy at
all orders [5].
4.5.1 Modification of the First-Order Eigenvalue Equation
To find this generalization, we first of all need to reconsider the first-order eigenvalue
equation (4.65). The standard technique to handle the degenerate eigenvalues is to go
from a single label indexation µ to a two label indexation (µ, p). This gives us the flexibility
to rewrite the first-order eigenvalue equation as
Va(µ, p) = ∆(1)(µ)a(µ, p), µ = 1, . . . ,M, p = 1, . . . , Pµ, (4.106)
where µ labels theM different first-order eigenvalues ∆(1)(µ) so that ∆(1)(µ) 6= ∆(1)(µ′) for
all µ 6= µ′, which is equivalent to x(1)µ 6= x(1)µ′ for all µ 6= µ′, and p labels the corresponding
eigenvectors a(µ, p) with a Pµ-fold multiplicity. These Pµ are potentially different for each
µ, but need to satisfy
M∑
µ=1
Pµ = 2 l0 + 1. (4.107)
In the present case, the perturbation does not fully remove the degeneracy, but reduces
the (2 l0 + 1)-fold degeneracy of the zeroth-order eigenvalue x(0) to a Pµ-fold degeneracy
at first order. After noticing this, the next steps are completely analogue to the ones in
Section 4.3.1.
First of all, we choose the eigenvectors orthonormal
(
a(µ′, p′),a(µ, p)
)
=
l0∑
m=−l0
a∗m(µ′, p′) am(µ, p) = δµ′µδp′p, (4.108)
and likewise, they dictate a new orthonormal and complete basis of Hl0 ⊗H4 via
|ϕµ p αi〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
am(µ, p) |l0,m, αi〉, (4.109)
similar to the |ϕµ αi〉 previously. Again, for i = 1 these states are solutions of the zeroth-
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order equation
Dˆ(0) |ϕµ p α1〉 = 0, and 〈ϕµ p α˜1| Dˆ(0) = 0, (4.110)
as well as they diagonalize Vˆ(1) via
〈ϕµ′ p′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ p α1〉 = −δµ′µ δp′p x(1)µ 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉. (4.111)
Using this new basis, we can decompose our full state |ψ(ε)〉 similar to (4.79) into its part
contained in Hl0 ⊗H4 and its part contained in the complementary subspace via
|ψ(ε)〉 =
M∑
µ=1
Pµ∑
p=1
4∑
i=1
〈ϕµ p α˜i|ψ(ε)〉 |ϕµ p αi〉+
∑
l m i
′〈l m i|ψ(ε)〉 |l m i〉, (4.112)
and we introduce the shorthand notations
ϕµ pαi(ε) = 〈ϕµ p α˜i|ψ(ε)〉, and ϕ(n)µ pαi = 〈ϕµ p α˜i|ψ(n)〉. (4.113)
Even though we found a basis to handle our problem more conveniently, this time our
zeroth-order state |ψ(0)〉 is not yet completely determined. By fixing µ = µ0 and checking
the limit
lim
ε→0 |ψ(ε)〉 = |ψ
(0)〉, (4.114)
using (4.112) we find the zeroth order-state
|ψ(0)〉 =
Pµ0∑
p=1
ϕ(0)µ0 pα1 |ϕµ0 p α1〉, (4.115)
where the Pµ0 coefficients ϕ(0)µ0 pα1 are still undetermined. In this form it should be clear
that the degenerate case we currently consider is a generalization of the non-degenerate
case: If we pick an eigenvalue labeled by µ = µ0 which is non-degenerate, i.e., Pµ0 = 1,
then the sum collapses and we are in the same situation as in the non-degenerate case.
4.5.2 The First-Order State Corrections
In order to determine the second-order eigenvalue corrections, we have to determine the
first-order corrections to the perturbed state. The only difference to non-degenerate case
is that we need to consider the zeroth-order state given by (4.115) as well as the new basis
states in the degenerate subspace.
This time we start with the non-degenerate case. By multiplying our first-order equa-
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tion (4.56) with 〈l′,m′, i′|, l′ 6= l0, we find
4∑
i=1
〈i′|M (0)l′ |i〉ψ(1)l′m′i +
Pµ0∑
p=1
〈l′,m′, i′|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0p α1〉ϕ(0)µ0 pα1 = 0. (4.116)
We already understand that we can represent 〈i′|M (0)l′ |i〉 as an invertible 4 × 4 matrix.
In anticipation of our second-order calculations, we explicitly solve this equation for the
ψ
(1)
l′m′i′ . To do so, we multiply the previous equation by 〈i′′|(M (0)l′ )−1|i′〉 and sum with
respect to i′. We find
ψ
(1)
l′m′i′ =
Pµ0∑
p=1
{
−
4∑
i=1
〈i′|(M (0)l′ )−1|i〉〈l′,m′, i|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0pα1〉
}
ϕ(0)µ0 pα1 , (4.117)
where we relabeled i′′ → i′. The most important observation is that the ψ(1)l′m′i′ are linear
combinations of the, up to now, unknown zeroth-order coefficients ϕ(0)µ0 pα1 .
Secondly we want to solve the first-order equation in the degenerate subspace. There-
fore we multiply (4.56) from the left with 〈ϕµ′p′ αi′|. Similar to our previous consideration,
we find a trivial identity and
4∑
i=2
〈α˜i′|M (0)l0 |αi〉ϕ(1)µ′ p′ αi
= −
Pµ0∑
p=1
{
〈ϕµ′ p′ α˜i′|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0 p α1〉+ δµ′µ0 δp′p x(1)µ0 〈α˜i′|M (1)l0 |α1〉
}
ϕ(0)µ0 pα1 , (4.118)
where i′ 6= 1, which is the analogue of (4.87). Again, we can solve this equation by
inversion for ϕ(1)µ′ p′ αi′ , i
′ 6= 1, and find that they are a linear combination of the ϕ(0)µ0 pα1 .
4.5.3 Second-Order Eigenvalue Corrections
Finally we want to determine the second-order eigenvalue corrections x(2)µ0 . To find them,
we multiply (4.91) from the left with 〈ϕµ0 p′ α˜1| and find the analogue of (4.97) with
µ′ = µ0,
0 =
M∑
µ=1
Pµ∑
p=1
4∑
i=2
[
〈ϕµ0 p′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ p αi〉+ x(1)µ0 δp′p 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |αi〉
]
ϕ(1)µ pαi
+
∑
l m i
′〈ϕµ0 p′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l m i〉ψ(1)l m i +
Pµ0∑
p=1
〈ϕµ0 p′ α˜1|Vˆ(2)|ϕµ0 p α1〉ϕ(0)µ0 pα1
+ x(2)µ0 〈α˜1|M (2)l0 |α1〉ϕ(0)µ0 p′ α1 . (4.119)
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Let us recall from our first order considerations that ϕ(1)µ pαi as well as ψ
(1)
l m i are just linear
combinations of the unknown zeroth-order coefficients. Thus every single term in (4.119)
depends on the unknown zeroth-order coefficients, and we can rewrite this equation as an
eigenvalue equation
Wϕ = ∆(2)ϕ, (4.120)
where W is a Pµ0×Pµ0-matrix, ϕ a Pµ0-component vector and we similarly to ∆(1) define
∆(2) = −x
(2)
µ
x(0)
. (4.121)
Similar to our first-order considerations, we introduce the label ν to denote the Pµ eigen-
values and we write
∆(2) ≡ ∆(2)(µ, ν). (4.122)
With this, we can rewrite the eigenvalue of the perturbed system likewise to (4.100) as
x(µ, ν) = xTEl0 n0
(
1− ε∆(1)(µ)− ε2 ∆(2)(µ, ν) + . . .
)
. (4.123)
In this form it is clear that the zeroth-order eigenvalue is degenerate with respect to µ
and ν, the first-order correction removes the degeneracy with respect to µ and the second-
order correction removes the degeneracy with respect to ν. This concludes our search for
perturbed eigenvalues up to and including second-order corrections.
4.5.4 Further Remarks
First of all we want to mention that the approach to find the second-order eigenvalue
corrections is the same as in our first-order considerations. This is due to the fact that we
found a new degenerate subspace, labeled by µ0, within the degenerate subspace labeled
by l0. Therefore we should not be surprised to find an eigenvalue equation as in (4.120).
As in the first order, solving the eigenvalue equation could result in degenerate and non-
degenerate eigenvalues, depending on the deformation encoded in W, and the eigenvectors
ϕ(ν) dictate for fixed l0 and µ0 a new basis |φν〉 or |φν q〉, depending on whether or not the
perturbation fully removes the degeneracy at second order. With this, one can similarly
to our previous consideration determine the higher-order corrections to the eigenvalues
and states.
To conclude this section, we want to discuss the spectrum of the perturbation operator
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in analogy to Section 4.4.2. For the degenerate case, we have
{|ϕµ p α1〉} =

|ϕ1,1〉
...
|ϕµ0−1,Pµ0−1〉
|ϕµ0,1〉
...
|ϕµ0,Pµ0 〉
|ϕµ0+1,1〉
...
|ϕM,PM 〉

⊗ |α1〉, {|ϕµ αi〉} =

|ϕ1,1〉
...
|ϕM,PM 〉
⊗ |αi〉, i = 2, 3, 4.
This time, the first-order perturbation theory does not result in a single state, but in a
unknown linear combination of the basis states highlighted in blue. Again, we determined
all factors multiplying the states marked in black in first order, however the quantities
ϕ(0)µ0 pα1 are still undetermined.
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5 Resonances of a Deformed Dielectric Sphere:
TM-Case
After we determined the eigenvalue corrections for TE-modes in Section 4, we adapt our
approach to determine the corrections for the TM-eigenvalues. Therefore we recall our
zeroth-order considerations for TE-modes and adapt them for TM-modes in Section 5.1.
After that, we determine the first- and second-order corrections of the TM-eigenvalue in
the most general case in Section 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
5.1 Zeroth-Order Perturbation Theory
To set the stage for the TM-eigenvalues, we recall the zeroth-order equation (4.23)
Dˆ(0)|ψ(0)〉 = 0,
which can represented in the matrix equation (4.27)

1 −1 0 0
−n1RΨ1 l(x(0)) n2RΨ2 l(x(0)) 0 0
0 0 RΨ1 l(x(0))/n1 −RΨ2 l(x(0))/n2
0 0 1 −1

·

a
E (0)
l m
b
E (0)
l m
a
M (0)
l m
b
M (0)
l m

= 0.
Let us choose the eigenvalue x(0) ≡ xTMl0 n0 . As any TM-eigenvalue satisfies
fTMl0 (x
(0)) = −R1 l0(x(0))/n1 +R2 l0(x(0))/n2 = 0,
let us define
z = R1 l0(x(0))/n1 = R2 l0(x(0))/n2. (5.1)
With this, we can rewrite the zeroth-order equation for the non-trivial case l = l0 as
0 = Ml0(x(0)) ·ψ(0)l0m (5.2)
=

1 −1 0 0
−zn21 zn22 0 0
0 0 z −z
0 0 1 −1

·

a
E (0)
l0m
b
E (0)
l0m
a
M (0)
l0m
b
M (0)
l0m

. (5.3)
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Analogous to the zeroth-order equation for TE-modes, we notice that the magnetic block,
i.e., the lower block-matrix, has a vanishing determinant. Furthermore, Ml0(x(0)) is again
non-Hermitian. This means, we again have to employ a bi-orthogonal basis, which we
denote as |βi〉 and 〈β˜i| for TM-modes, to diagonalize the magnetic block. The vectors
|β3〉 .= 1
z − 1

0
0
z
1
 , and |β4〉
.=

0
0
1
1
 , (5.4)
are the right-eigenvectors diagonalizing the magnetic block with eigenvalues λ3 = z − 1
and λ4 = 0. The associated left-eigenvectors are given by
〈β˜3| .=
[
0 0 1 −1
]
, and 〈β˜4| .= 1
z − 1
[
0 0 −1 z
]
. (5.5)
In order to get a complete bi-orthogonal basis, we define
|βi〉 = |i〉, and 〈β˜i| = 〈i|, i = 1, 2, (5.6)
and the completeness and orthogonality reads
4∑
i=1
|βi〉〈β˜i| = I4, and 〈β˜i′ |βi〉 = δi′i, i, i′ = 1, 2, 3, 4. (5.7)
In this basis, the operatorM (0)l0 associated to Ml0(x(0)) from (5.2) has the matrix-representation
〈β˜i′ |M (0)l0 |βi〉
.=

1 −1 0 0
−zn21 zn22 0 0
0 0 z − 1 0
0 0 0 0

, (5.8)
and the upper 3× 3 matrix has non-vanishing determinant.
With this we are completely in the same situation as for the TE-modes. The funda-
mental solutions of the zeroth-order equation are given by
Dˆ(0)|l0mβ4〉 = 0, and 〈l0mβ˜4|Dˆ(0) = 0. (5.9)
Furthermore, the zeroth-order state is a linear combinations of those with the currently
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undetermined coefficients aM (0)l0m , i.e., it reads
|ψ(0)〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
a
M (0)
l0m |l0mβ4〉. (5.10)
Finally, the bi-orthogonal conjugate expression reads
〈ψ˜(0)| =
l0∑
m=−l0
a˜
M (0)
l0m 〈l0mβ˜4|. (5.11)
We will discuss the difference of this expression with the corresponding one for TE-
eigenvalues in the next section.
5.2 First-Order Perturbation Theory
To determine the first-order eigenvalue equation, we can start similarly to the TE-case
discussed in Section 4.3. Therefore we recall the first-order equation (4.18b) and use
(4.19) to find again
Dˆ(0) |ψ(1)〉+
[
Vˆ(1) + x(1)Dˆ(1)
]
|ψ(0)〉 = 0. (5.12)
As exercised multiple times before, it will be useful to separate the unknown first-order
state correction |ψ(1)〉 into its parts contained in the degenerate and non-degenerate sub-
space as
|ψ(1)〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
4∑
i=1
ψ
(1)
mβi
|l0mβi〉+
∑
l m i
′
ψ
(1)
l m i |l m i〉, (5.13)
where
ψ
(1)
mβi
= 〈l0mβ˜i|ψ(1)〉, and ψ(1)l m i = 〈l m i|ψ(1)〉, l 6= l0. (5.14)
5.2.1 First-Order Eigenvalue Equation
To find the first-order eigenvalue equation, we multiply (5.12) with 〈l0m′ β˜4| from the left
to find
l0∑
m=−l0
{
〈l0m′ β˜4|Vˆ(1)|l0mβ4〉+ x(1)〈l0m′ β˜4|Dˆ(1)|l0mβ4〉
}
a
M (0)
l0m = 0, (5.15)
where we used (5.9) to eliminate the first term in (5.12) and inserted the explicit form of
the unperturbed state |ψ(0)〉 from (5.10). Using the diagonal form of Dˆ(1) from (4.20) and
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doing some straightforward manipulations we find
l0∑
m=−l0
1
x(0)
〈l0m′ β˜4|Vˆ(1)|l0mβ4〉
〈β˜4|M (1)l0 |β4〉
a
M (0)
l0m = −
x(1)
x(0)
a
M (0)
l0m′ , (5.16)
where we introduced the factor 1/x(0) to keep the formulation close to the one used in
the TE-case. Again, this is an eigenvalue equation, which we write in the suggestive
matrix-vector form as
Va = ∆(1)a. (5.17)
In contrast to the TE-case, V is not a Hermitian matrix or proportional to a Hermitian
one. In order to diagonalize V, as well as its corresponding operator, we also need to find
its left-eigenvectors. They naturally arise by considering the bi-orthogonal conjugate of
(5.12),
〈ψ˜(1)| Dˆ(0) + 〈ψ˜(0)|
[
Vˆ(1) + x(1)Dˆ(1)
]
= 0, (5.18)
which can be treated as an independent equation. By multiplying this equation from the
right with |l0m′ β4〉 and recalling the bi-orthogonal conjugate zeroth-order state 〈ψ˜(0)|
from (5.11), (5.9) as well as (4.20), we find
l0∑
m=−l0
a˜
M (0)
l0m
1
x(0)
〈l0m′ β˜4|Vˆ(1)|l0mβ4〉
〈β˜4|M (1)l0 |β4〉
= −x
(1)
x(0)
a˜
M (0)
l0m′ . (5.19)
This can again be written in the matrix-vector form
a˜V = ∆(1)a˜, (5.20)
where the left-eigenvectors a˜ have the components
a˜m ≡ a˜M (0)l0m . (5.21)
This bi-orthogonal treatment is the main difference to the TE-modes, where the Hermicity
of VTE results in the extra properties
a˜TE =
[
aTE
]†
, and a˜E (0)l0m =
[
a
E (0)
l0m
]∗
, (5.22)
where we introduced the superscript TE for distinction. These simplifications were the
reason why we considered the TE-modes first.
To proceed, we notice that depending on the deformation encoded in V, the most
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general form of the eigenvalue equation reads
Va(µ, p) = ∆(1)(µ)a(µ, p),
a˜(µ, p) V = ∆(1)(µ) a˜(µ, p),
µ = 1, . . . ,M, p = 1, . . . , Pµ. (5.23)
where µ denotes the M pairwise different eigenvalues ∆(1)(µ) and p labels the associated
Pµ-fold degenerate right- and left-eigenvectors a and a˜, respectively. Again, we choose
these bi-orthogonal eigenvectors orthonormal as
(
a˜(µ′, p′),a(µ, p)
)
=
l0∑
m=−l0
a˜m(µ′, p′) am(µ, p) = δµ′µδp′p. (5.24)
As in our previous considerations, these vectors dictate a basis via
|ϕµ p βi〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
am(µ, p) |l0,m, βi〉, (5.25)
and the corresponding bi-orthogonal conjugate reads
〈ϕ˜µ p β˜i| =
l0∑
m=−l0
a˜m(µ, p) 〈l0,m, β˜i|. (5.26)
It is an easy exercise to show that this basis is complete and orthogonal, i.e.,
M∑
µ=1
Pµ∑
p=1
4∑
i=1
|ϕµ p βi〉〈ϕ˜µ p β˜i| = Iˆ, and 〈ϕ˜µ′ p′ β˜i′ |ϕµ p βi〉 = δµ′µδp′pδi′i. (5.27)
Furthermore, the basis states for i = 1 are zeroth-order solutions
Dˆ |ϕµ p β4〉 = 0, 〈ϕ˜µ p β˜4| Dˆ = 0, (5.28)
as well as they diagonalize the operator Vˆ(1) via
〈ϕ˜µ′ p′ β˜4|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ p β4〉 = −δµ′µδp′px(1)µ 〈β˜4|M (1)l0 |β4〉. (5.29)
As always, this basis can be used to rewrite the nth-order state correction as
|ψ(n)〉 =
M∑
µ=1
Pµ∑
p=1
4∑
i=1
ϕ
(n)
µ pβi
|ϕµ p βi〉+
∑
l m i
′
ψ
(n)
l m i |l m i〉, (5.30)
where we introduced the shorthand notation
ϕ
(n)
µ pβi
= 〈ϕ˜µ p β˜i|ψ(n)〉. (5.31)
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By selecting the eigenvalue correction x(1)µ0 , i.e., we fix µ = µ0, we are considering the
zeroth-order state
|ψ(0)〉 =
Pµ0∑
p=1
ϕ
(0)
µ0 p β4 |ϕµ0 p β4〉. (5.32)
With this we are prepared to determine the first-order state corrections in order to proceed
to the second order.
5.2.2 First-Order State Corrections
The first-order state corrections can be determined by solving (5.12) in the degenerate
and the non-degenerate subspace separately.
Let us start with the degenerate subspace. To determine the ϕ(1)µ′ p′ βi′ we multiply
(5.12) from the left with 〈ϕ˜µ′ p′ β˜i′| and find
3∑
i=1
〈β˜i′|M (0)l0 |βi〉ϕ(1)µ′ p′ βi
= −
Pµ0∑
p=1
{
〈ϕ˜µ′ p′ β˜i′|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0 p β4〉+ δµ′µ0 δp′p x(1)µ0 〈β˜i′ |M (1)l0 |β4〉
}
ϕ
(0)
µ0 p β4 . (5.33)
As previously, this equation does not determine ϕ(1)µ′ p′ β4 since the this equation gives a
trivial identity for i′ = 4. For the remaining cases, we can interpret 〈β˜i′ |M (0)l0 |βi〉 as
invertible 3 × 3-matrix, as depicted in (5.8), and solve for the ϕ(1)µ′ p′ βi′ , where i′ 6= 4, by
inversion.
To determine the first-order coefficients in the non-degenerate subspace, we multiply
(5.12) with 〈l′,m′, i′|, where l′ 6= l0, from the left to find
4∑
i=1
〈i′|M (0)l′ |i〉ψ(1)l′m′i = −
Pµ0∑
p=1
〈l′,m′, i′|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ0p β4〉ϕ(0)µ0 p β4 . (5.34)
Yet again, we can solve for the ψ(1)l′m′ i by inversion.
5.3 Second-Order Perturbation Theory
With these preparations it is straightforward to determine the second-order eigenvalue
corrections x(2)µ0 . Therefore we recall the second-order equation (4.18c) and (4.19) to find
the second-order equation
Dˆ(0)|ψ(2)〉+
[
Vˆ(1) + x(1)µ0 Dˆ(1)
]
|ψ(1)〉+
[
Vˆ(2) + x(2)µ0 Dˆ(2)
]
|ψ(0)〉 = 0. (5.35)
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5.3.1 Second-Order Eigenvalue Corrections
By multiplying (5.35) from the left with 〈ϕ˜µ0 p′ β˜4|, we find
0 =
M∑
µ=1
Pµ∑
p=1
3∑
i=1
[
〈ϕ˜µ0 p′ β˜4|Vˆ(1)|ϕµ p βi〉+ x(1)µ0 δp′p 〈β˜1|M (1)l0 |βi〉
]
ϕ
(1)
µ pβi
+
∑
l m i
′〈ϕ˜µ0 p′ β˜4|Vˆ(1)|l m i〉ψ(1)l m i +
Pµ0∑
p=1
〈ϕ˜µ0 p′ β˜4|Vˆ(2)|ϕµ0 p β4〉ϕ(0)µ0 p β4
+ x(2)µ0 〈β˜4|M (2)l0 |β4〉ϕ(0)µ0 p′ β4 . (5.36)
As the ϕ(1)µ pβi as well as the ψ
(1)
l m i are linear combinations of the undetermined zeroth-order
coefficients ϕ(0)µ0 p β4 , this equation can yet again be recast to an eigenvalue equation of the
form
Wϕ = ∆(2)ϕ, (5.37)
where W is a Pµ0×Pµ0-matrix, ϕ a Pµ0-component vector and we similarly to ∆(1) define
∆(2) = −x
(2)
µ0
x(0)
, (5.38)
which encodes the second-order eigenvalue correction x(2)µ0 . As in our first-order consider-
ations, we introduce ν to label the Pµ eigenvalues and write
∆(2) ≡ ∆(2)(µ, ν). (5.39)
As previously, depending on the deformation encoded in W, the eigenvalue correction
can again be degenerate, which has to be kept in mind if one is interested in higher order
corrections.
To conclude this section, we want to write down the eigenvalue of the perturbed system
x(ε) up to and including its second-order correction as
x(µ, ν) = xTMl0 n0
(
1− ε∆(1)(µ)− ε2 ∆(2)(µ, ν) + . . .
)
, (5.40)
Thus we found the complete analogue of the expression for the TE-modes (4.123).
5.3.2 Further Remarks
To determine the eigenvalue corrections of the TM-modes, we only had to do two major
changes compared to the TE-modes. The first one was to adapt the (partial) diagonal-
ization of M (0)l0 , where we introduced the bi-orthogonal basis {|βi〉, 〈β˜i|} in H4. We can
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express this change as set of substitutions
|α1〉 → |β4〉, 〈α˜1| → 〈β˜4|, (5.41a)
|α2〉 → |β3〉, 〈α˜2| → 〈β˜3|, (5.41b)
|α3〉 → |β1〉, 〈α˜3| → 〈β˜1|, (5.41c)
|α4〉 → |β2〉, 〈α˜4| → 〈β˜2|. (5.41d)
Additionally we need to substitute
a
E (0)
l0m → aM (0)l0m . (5.42)
The second change was the bi-orthogonal treatment of the first-order eigenvalue equa-
tion. This however only had the effect, that we needed to consider the bi-orthogonal
conjugate of the basis |ϕµ p〉 in Hl0 , which is 〈ϕ˜µ p|, instead of 〈ϕµ p| for TE-modes. The
TM-approach is actually a more natural choice, as we always consider these states in the
tensor product space Hl0 ⊗ H4, and we already need to treat the component H4 in a
bi-orthogonal way. We again can express this change as substitutions via
〈ϕµ p| → 〈ϕ˜µ p|. (5.43)
Thus, by applying the substitutions (5.41), (5.42) and (5.43) to our calculations for the
TE-modes in Section 4.5, we immediately find the results in this section.
As final remark, we want to point out that to determine higher order corrections,
one does not only need to adapt the considerations in Section 4.4.2 to a bi-orthogonal
treatment, one also has to notice that W in (5.37) is again a non-Hermitian matrix,
and itself needs another bi-orthogonal treatment. To be able to solve the bi-orthogonal
conjugate second-order equation, one also has to fully solve the bi-orthogonal conjugate
first-order equation. To determine the second-order eigenvalue corrections however, one
does not need to carry out these calculations.
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6 Explicit First-Order Eigenvalue Equations
Now that we solved the problem of finding the eigenvalue corrections up to and including
second-order corrections for TE- as well as TM-eigenvalues in our quantum-like notation,
we want to transition back to a more explicit formulation.
6.1 TE-Modes
The fastest way to determine the explicit eigenvalue equation for TE-modes is to recall
(4.58) and write it as
l0∑
m=−l0
〈l0m′ α˜1|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉 aE (0)l0m = 0. (6.1)
Thus we need to determine the matrix elements 〈l0m′ α˜1|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉. Therefore we
recall that the matrix elements of the perturbation operator are defined in terms of the
perturbation matrix in (4.12). Furthermore we also going to need the vector representa-
tions of |α1〉 and 〈α˜1| from (4.33a). With this we find
〈l0m′ α˜1|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉 = [Ml0m
′ (1)
l0m ]α˜1 α1
= 1
z + 1
[
z 1
]  [AΦ (1)1 ]l0m
′
l0m −[AΦ (1)2 ]l0m
′
l0m
−n1[BΨ (1)1 ]l0m
′
l0m n2[B
Ψ (1)
2 ]l0m
′
l0m

1
1

≡ 1
z + 1
{
z [∆AΦ (1)]l0m′l0m − [∆BΨ (1)]l0m
′
l0m
}
, (6.2)
where the superscript (1) denotes first-order quantities and we introduced
[∆AΦ (1)]l′m′l m = [A
Φ (1)
1 ]l
′m′
l m − [AΦ (1)2 ]l
′m′
l m , (6.3a)
[∆BΨ (1)]l′m′l m = n1[B
Ψ (1)
1 ]l
′m′
l m − n2[BΨ (1)2 ]l
′m′
l m . (6.3b)
We want to emphasize, that the ∆ in the previous equation is just a convenient notation
and should not be confused with the Laplacian. In Appendix E we explicitly determined
the [AΦ (n)α ]l
′m′
l m as well as [BΨ (n)α ]l
′m′
l m for n = 0, 1, 2. Let us use the explicit form (E.24) to
find
[∆AΦ (1)]l′m′l m =
(
(n1x(0))
j′l(n1x(0))
jl(n1x(0))
− (n2x(0))h
′
l(n2x(0))
hl(n2x(0))
)
[ΦfΦ]l′m′l m
= fTEl (x(0))[ΦfΦ]l
′m′
l m , (6.4)
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where we recalled the defining equations for TE-modes from (2.46a) and introduced
[ΦfΦ]l′m′l m =
1
l′(l′ + 1)
∫
dΩ Φ∗l′m′(θ, φ) ·Φl m(θ, φ)f(θ, φ). (6.5)
Thus, in the case of TE-modes, the quantity [∆AΦ (1)]l′m′l0m vanishes.
Similarly, but exploiting more properties of Bessel’s functions (cf. App. D) in combi-
nation with the defining equations for TE-modes, one finds
[∆BΨ (1)]l′m′l0m = i(n
2
1 − n22)
(
x(0)[ΨfΨ]l′m′l0m + x
(1)δl′ l0δm′m
)
. (6.6)
Collecting this previous results, we find
〈l′m′ α˜1|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉 = − 1
z + 1i(n
2
1 − n22)
(
x(0)[ΨfΨ]l′m′l0m + x
(1)δl′ l0δm′m
)
≡ 〈l′m′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l0mα1〉+ x(1)δl′ l0δm′m 〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉, (6.7)
where [ΨfΨ]l′m′l m is defined analogous to (6.5). Therefore, the matrix elements of VTE
defined in (4.61) are given by
VTEm′m =
1
x(0)
〈l0m′ α˜1|Vˆ(1)|l0mα1〉
〈α˜1|M (1)l0 |α1〉
= [ΨfΨ]l0m′l0m , (6.8)
and hence, the first-order eigenvalue equation (4.60) for TE-modes reads
l0∑
m=−l0
[ΨfΨ]l0m′l0m a
E (0)
l0m = ∆
(1) a
E (0)
l0m′ . (6.9)
The form of this equation has some interesting implications. First of all, this equation
does not include a term depending on e‖ defined in (3.10), which includes the possibly
troublesome derivatives of f as discussed in Section 3.2.1. This suggests that the criterion
of local paraxiality might not be needed in order to apply BCPT in this case. Furthermore,
we stated in Section 4.3.1 that VTE is Hermitian, and therefore the eigenvalues ∆(1) are
real and the eigenvectors can be chosen orthonormal. In this form, the Hermicity can be
shown via
[ΨfΨ]l0ml0m′ =
1
l0(l0 + 1)
∫
dΩ Ψ∗l0m(θ, φ) ·Ψl0m′(θ, φ)f(θ, φ)
= 1
l0(l0 + 1)
∫
dΩ Ψl0m(θ, φ) ·Ψ∗l0m′(θ, φ)f(θ, φ)
= [ΨfΨ]l0m′l0m , (6.10)
where in the second line, we used that f is a real function. This also justifies in retrospect,
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why we introduced the factor 1/x(0) in the definition of VTE.
6.2 TM-Modes
Likewise to the TE-modes, we can use (6.1) and do the substitutions (5.41) and (5.42) to
immediately find the first-order eigenvalue equation
l0∑
m=−l0
〈l0m′ β˜4|Mˆ(1)|l0mβ4〉 aM (0)l0m = 0. (6.11)
Likewise to the previous case we can determine the matrix elements
〈l0m′ β˜4|Mˆ(1)|l0mβ4〉 ≡ 1
z − 1
{
−[BΨ (1)]l0m′l0m + z [∆AΦ (1)]l0m
′
l0m
}
, (6.12)
where in this case, [∆AΦ (1)]l′m′l m ∝ fTEl (x(0)) 6= 0 as discussed in Section 2.4. Furthermore
we introduced
[BΨ (1)]l′m′l m = [B
Ψ (1)
1 ]l
′m′
l m /n1 − [BΨ (1)2 ]l
′m′
l m /n2 (6.13)
≡ aΨ (1)l x(1)δl′ lδm′m +cΨ (1)l [ΨfΨ]l m
′
l m +b
Y (1)
l [Ψe‖]l
′m′
l m , (6.14)
where again the  is just a notation and should not be confused with the d’Alembertian,
[Ψe‖]l
′m′
l m =
1
l′(l′ + 1)
∫
dΩ Ψ∗l′m′(θ, φ) · e‖(θ, φ) Yl m(θ, φ), (6.15)
and we defined
aΨ (1)l = a
Ψ (1)
1 l /n1 − aΨ (1)2 l /n2, (6.16a)
cΨ (1)l = c
Ψ (1)
1 l /n1 − cΨ (1)2 l /n2, (6.16b)
bY (1)l = b
Y (1)
1 l /n1 − bY (1)2 l /n2. (6.16c)
The coefficients aΨ (1)α l , c
Ψ (1)
1 l as well as b
Y (1)
1 l are determined in (E.14). One finds
aΨ (1)l = −i
(j′′l
jl
− h
′′
l
hl
)
−
[j′l
jl
]2
−
[
h′l
hl
]2− ( 1(n1x(0))2 − 1(n2x(0))2
), (6.17a)
cΨ (1)l = −ix(0)
[(
j′′l
jl
− h
′′
l
hl
)
+
(
j′l
n1x(0)jl
− h
′
l
n2x(0)hl
)
−
(
1
(n1x(0))2
− 1(n2x(0))2
)]
, (6.17b)
bY (1)l = −ix(0)
[
l(l + 1)
(
1
(n1x(0))2
− 1(n2x(0))2
)]
. (6.17c)
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We want to mention that these terms can be further simplified using properties of Bessel’s
functions, however, for our considerations this form is sufficient.
With this, the matrix elements of VTM defined in (4.61) are given by
VTMm′m =
1
x(0)
〈l0m′ β˜4|Vˆ(1)|l0mβ4〉
〈β˜4|M (1)l0 |β4〉
=
cΨ (1)l0
x(0)aΨ (1)l0
[ΨfΨ]l0m′l0m +
bY (1)l0
x(0)aΨ (1)l0
[Ψe‖]l0m
′
l0m −
zfTEl0 (x(0))
x(0)aΨ (1)l0
[ΦfΦ]l0m′l0m . (6.18)
In comparison with the TE result in (6.8) we notice that we have three contributions
for TM-modes. Especially notable is the term containing [Ψe‖]l0m
′
l0m encoding the pos-
sibly problematic derivatives of f . Furthermore we notice that VTM is in general not
Hermitian.
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7 The Shrinking Sphere
In [17] an alternative approach to find the resonances of deformed spheres was discussed.
One application proposed in this paper is the shrinking sphere, which is analytically solv-
able problem and helps to understand up to which order a given perturbative expansion
is reasonable. In the following, we want to carry out the calculations to compare the
predictions of our approach with the right result for this problem.
Thus we consider two spheres, S0 with radius r0 (the unperturbed sphere) and a
smaller sphere S1 with radius r1 (the deformed body) with r1 < r0 and define
δr = r0 − r1 > 0. (7.1)
From Section 2.4 we know that the resonances ki, i = 1, 2, for both spheres Si are
characterized by the eigenvalues xσl n. As ki ≡ kσl n(ri) = xσl n/ri, we can express the
resonance of the smaller sphere S1 in dependence of the larger one as
kσl n(r1) =
kσl n(r0)
1− δr/r0 (7.2)
= kσl n(r0)
1 + δr
r0
+
(
δr
r0
)2
+ . . .
 , (7.3)
where we applied the geometric series. In order to compare this with our perturbative
approach, we first notice that the surface profile function of the deformed body (3.4) is
given by R(θ, φ) = r1 = r0 − δr. With this we find our surface deformation strength
ε = δr/r0 the surface profile function f(θ, φ) = −1. Recalling (4.123) we find
x = kσl n(r1) r0 (7.4)
= xσl n
1− δr
r0
∆(1) −
(
δr
r0
)2
∆(2) + . . .
 . (7.5)
Thus, the perturbative approach matches the analytic expectation if ∆(1) = −1 and
∆(2) = −1.
7.1 TE-Modes
Let us start with the TE-modes. First of all we need to recall (6.9), and therefore we
need to determine the matrix elements [ΦfΦ]l′m′l m . However, as f(θ, φ) = −1 we can use
the orthogonality of the vector spherical harmonics (C.3) and find
[ΦfΦ]l′m′l m = −δl′ lδm′m. (7.6)
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Inserting this into (6.9) we immediately find ∆(1) = −1 corresponding to our expectation.
To determine the second-order correction, we furthermore need to find the first-order
state corrections. As ∆(1) is expectantly (2 l0+1)-fold degenerate, that is, the perturbation
does not remove the degeneracy, we need to apply the general approach discussed in
Section 4.5.
First of all we need to adapt our states as in (4.109). However, as we only have one
eigenvalue labeled by µ0 = 1, we drop this label and write
|ϕp αi〉 =
l0∑
m=−l0
am(p) |l0mαi〉, p = −l0, . . . , l0, (7.7)
where we also adapted the range of p to get a formulation closer to the zeroth-order. Now
we can determine the corrections in the degenerate subspace. To do so, we insert this
expression into (4.118) and find
4∑
i=2
〈α˜i′|M (0)l0 |αi〉ϕ(1)p′ αi
= −
l0∑
p=−l0

l0∑
m′=−l0
a∗m′(p′)
l0∑
m=−l0
am(p)〈l0m′ α˜i′ |Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉
ϕ(0)pα1 . (7.8)
Thus we need to determine the matrix elements 〈l0m′ α˜i′ |Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉 for i′ = 2, 3, 4.
Analogous to (6.2) we find

〈l0m′ α˜2|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉
〈l0m′ α˜3|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉
〈l0m′ α˜4|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉
 =

−[∆BΨ (1)]l0m′l0m
[∆AΨ (1)]l0m′l0m
−[∆BΦ (1)]l0m′l0m
 . (7.9)
In this case, we find that the first entry vanishes due to (6.6), and the explicit calculations
for the other two entries show that these matrices also vanish. Inserting this into (7.8),
we find that the first-order coefficients ϕ(1)p′ αi′ for i
′ = 2, 3, 4 vanish.
Next we want to determine the coefficients in the non-degenerate subspace. Similarly
to our previous considerations, we need to recall (4.116) and therefore need to determine
the matrix elements 〈l′m′ i|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉 for l′ 6= l0. Due to the form of the deformation
function f one finds
〈l′m′ i|Mˆ(1)|l0mα1〉 ∝ δl′ l0 = 0, (7.10)
and thus, also the remaining first-order coefficients ψ(1)l′m′ i′ vanish for l′ 6= l0.
As we now determined all needed first-order quantities we are able to consider the
second-order eigenvalue equation (4.120). As the first-order corrections of the states
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vanish, the eigenvalue equation reads
l0∑
p=−l0
〈ϕµ0 p′ α˜1|Vˆ(2)|ϕp α1〉ϕ(0)pα1 = −x(2)〈α˜1|M (2)l0 |α1〉ϕ(0)p′ α1 . (7.11)
However, as we are only interested in the eigenvalues, it is irrelevant in which basis of Hl0
we consider the problem. Thus we can choose for simplicity am(p) = δmp and together
with (7.7) we simplify the eigenvalue equation to
l0∑
p=−l0
〈l0 p′ α˜1|Vˆ(2)|l0 pα1〉ϕ(0)pα1 = −x(2)〈α˜1|M (2)l0 |α1〉ϕ(0)p′ α1 . (7.12)
Now we see that this equation has the same functional form as the first-order equation
(4.59), except that we have to substitute the first-order operators by the second-order
ones. Similar to the previous calculations, one can determine the second-order matrix
elements and solve this eigenvalue equation. Numerical calculations show that also in
second-order perturbation theory we get the expected result ∆(2) = −1.
7.2 TM-Modes
To determine the first-order corrections for TM-modes, we need, additionally to (7.6), the
matrix elements
[ΨfΨ]l′m′l m = −δl′ lδm′m, and [Ψe‖]l
′m′
l m = 0. (7.13)
Inserting them into (6.18) yields
VTMm′m = −
 cΨ (1)l0
x(0)aΨ (1)l0
− zf
TE
l0 (x(0))
x(0)aΨ (1)l0
 δm′m, (7.14)
and the corresponding eigenvalue equation (4.60) reads
−
l0∑
m=−l0
 cΨ (1)l0
x(0)aΨ (1)l0
− zf
TE
l0 (x(0))
x(0)aΨ (1)l0
 δm′m aE (0)l0m = ∆(1) aE (0)l0m′ . (7.15)
Hence our expectation is satisfied if the square bracket equals one. To show this, let us
determine zfTEl0 (x(0)). Therefore we recall the definition of z from (5.1) and rewrite it as
z = −ix(0)
[
1
(n1x(0))2
+ j
′
l
(n1x(0))jl
]
(7.16a)
= −ix(0)
[
1
(n2x(0))2
+ h
′
l
(n1x(0))hl
]
. (7.16b)
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Using the definition of fTEl from (2.46a) we find
zfTEl0 (x
(0)) = z
[
(n1x(0))
j′l
jl
]
− z
[
(n2x(0))
h′l
hl
]
= −ix(0)
[
1
(n1x(0))2
+ j
′
l
(n1x(0))jl
] [
(n1x(0))
j′l
jl
]
+ ix(0)
[
1
(n2x(0))2
+ h
′
l
(n2x(0))hl
] [
(n2x(0))
h′l
hl
]
= −ix(0)
( j′l
(n1x(0))jl
− h
′
l
(n2x(0))hl
)
+
[j′l
jl
]2
−
[
h′l
hl
]2 . (7.17)
Recalling (6.17a) we then find
cΨ (1)l0 − zfTEl0 (x(0)) = x(0)aΨ (1)l0 . (7.18)
Thus, the factor in the square bracket in (7.15) equals one and we finally find ∆(1) = −1
also for TM-modes.
To spare the reader from uninteresting details, we report that likewise to the TE-
modes, the second-order eigenvalue equation reduces for TM-modes to
l0∑
p=−l0
〈ϕµ0 p′ β˜4|Vˆ(2)|ϕp β4〉ϕ(0)p β4 = −
x(2)
x(0)
〈β˜4|M (2)l0 |β4〉ϕ(0)p′ β4 , (7.19)
and again, numerical calculations suggest the expected result ∆(2) = −1.
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8 Summary
In this work we applied boundary condition perturbation theory to determine the optical
resonances of slightly deformed dielectric spheres up to and including second-order cor-
rections.
We began by considering the unperturbed problem, i.e., we determined the optical res-
onances of a perfectly spherical body. As effectively open system, the resulting resonances
x(0) are complex numbers, where the real part relates to the frequency and the imaginary
part to the linewidth of each resonance. These unperturbed resonances can be labeled
as xσl n, where σ labels the two polarizations of light, namely the transverse electric (TE)
and the transverse magnetic (TM) polarization, l labels the angular momentum of the
confined light and n enumerates the infinitely many resonances associated to σ and l. Fur-
thermore we visualized and discussed the associated electromagnetic fields, the so-called
Whispering Gallery Modes.
Having understood the unperturbed problem, we needed to generalize the procedure
to determine the resonances for a more general class of bodies. We choose the parame-
trization
R(θ, φ) = r0
(
1 + εf(θ, φ)
)
,
which can be interpreted as a sphere with radius r0 modulated by a deformation function
εf(θ, φ), thus we denoted such bodies deformed spheres. Using this parametrization,
we derived a matrix equation encoding the boundary conditions, which allowed for a
perturbative solution later on.
On the way to derive the matrix equation we found applicability criteria for the BCPT.
These criteria are geometrically intuitive: The first is that the deformation strength ε in
the previous equation needs to be small. The second criterion is the local paraxiality, which
states, that the angle γ between the normal unit vector eˆr of the undeformed sphere and
the normal unit vector nˆ of the deformed sphere needs to be small, so
ε 1, and cos γ = eˆr · nˆ ' 1.
To treat the perturbative expansion in an efficient and clear manner we introduced a
quantum-like notation. This allowed us to establish a expansion of the optical resonances
x(µ, ν) = xσl n + ε x(1)(µ) + ε2 x(2)(µ, ν) +O(ε3),
similar to quantum mechanical degenerate Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory. In
the previous equation, µ and ν label the different perturbed eigenvalues, and x(1) and
x(2) are the respective first- and second-order corrections to the unperturbed eigenvalue.
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Completely analogous to the quantum case, the eigenvalue corrections x(1) and x(2) are
determined by intrinsic finite-dimensional eigenvalue equations. The approach we de-
veloped works analogous for TE- and TM-modes, but we found some simplifications for
TE-modes which we discussed.
Finally we applied our approach to determine the resonances of an analytically solvable
problem, the shrinking sphere, and found full agreement up to and including second-order
corrections, indicating the correctness of our approach.
We remark that, at the best of our knowledge, the second-order perturbative solutions
for both TE- and TM-polarizations of the electromagnetic fields presented in this thesis,
were never derived, in a correct form, before. Thus, the results presented are perfectly
original and solve a long-standing open problem.
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A Spherical Coordinates
In this work we use the physicists standard notation for spherical coordinates (cf., e.g.,
[39], Sec. 1.2.3), where the spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) in terms of the Cartesian ones
(x, y, z) are given by
r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, cos θ = z/r, tanφ = x/y. (A.1)
Here, the radius r ∈ [0,∞) is the distance from the origin, θ ∈ [0, pi] is the polar angle
and φ ∈ [0, 2pi) the azimuthal angle. Conversely one has
x = r sin θ cosφ, y = r sin θ sinφ, z = r cos θ. (A.2)
In spherical coordinates one can express a generic vector field as
F = Fr eˆr + Fθ eˆθ + Fφ eˆφ, (A.3)
where the basis vectors are
eˆr =

sin θ cosφ
sin θ sinφ
cos θ
 , eˆθ =

cos θ cosφ
cos θ sinφ
− sin θ
 , and eˆφ =

− sinφ
cosφ
0
 . (A.4)
They form an orthonormal trihedron, i.e., they are orthonormal
eˆi · eˆj = δi j, i, j = r, θ, φ, (A.5)
and additionally satisfy
eˆr × eˆθ = eˆφ, eˆθ × eˆφ = eˆr, and eˆφ × eˆr = eˆθ. (A.6)
In this curvilinear coordinate system, the nabla operator is given by
∇ = eˆr ∂
∂r
+ eˆθ
r
∂
∂θ
+ eˆφ
r sin θ
∂
∂φ
, (A.7)
and the Laplacian ∆ =∇ ·∇ by
∆ = 1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂
∂r
)
+ 1
r2 sin θ
∂
∂θ
(
sin θ ∂
∂θ
)
+ 1
r2 sin2 θ
∂2
∂r2
(A.8)
= 1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂
∂r
)
− Lˆ
2
r2
, (A.9)
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with the squared angular momentum operator Lˆ2 = Lˆ · Lˆ and Lˆ = −i r×∇ as in (2.10).
B Scalar Spherical Harmonics
The scalar spherical harmonics Yl m(θ, φ) (cf., e.g., [39], Sec. 7.7) arise naturally by solving
the angular part of Lapace’s equation, so that they satisfy
Lˆ2 Yl m(θ, φ) = l(l + 1) Yl m(θ, φ), (B.1)
where l = 0, 1, 2, . . . and m = −l,−l + 1, . . . , l. The spherical harmonics have lots of
useful properties. For example, they behave under complex conjugation as
Y∗l m(θ, φ) = (−1)m Yl,−m(θ, φ). (B.2)
More important, they are orthonormal
∫
dΩ Y∗l′m′(θ, φ) Yl m(θ, φ) =
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi
0
dθ sin θY∗l′m′(θ, φ) Yl m(θ, φ)
= δl′ lδm′m, (B.3)
and complete
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Y∗l m(θ, φ) Yl m(θ′, φ′) = δ(θ − θ′) δ(φ− φ′), (B.4)
meaning that they form a basis of the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on a
sphere. This means, one can express every function f in spherical coordinates as
f(r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
fl m(r) Yl m(θ, φ), (B.5)
where the coefficients fl m(r) are given by
fl m(r) =
∫
dΩ Y∗l m(θ, φ)f(r, θ, φ). (B.6)
This is called Laplace series or more general denoted as a multipole expansion. Simply
speaking, this series allows us to decompose every scalar function f into its radial and
angular component at the cost of an infinite sum.
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C Vector Spherical Harmonics
The concept of a multipole expansion can be generalized to three-dimensional vector fields.
We found the description in [28] most convenient for our purposes. In this paper, Barrera
et al. introduce three vector quantities
Yl m = eˆr Yl m, (C.1a)
Ψl m = r∇Yl m, (C.1b)
Φl m = eˆr ×Ψl m = r×∇Yl m, (C.1c)
which are called vector spherical harmonics and are defined on the sphere. They inhere
many properties of the scalar spherical harmonics. For example, their behavior under
complex conjugation is completely analogous to (B.2), i.e.
Y∗l m = (−1)m Yl,−m, Ψ∗l m = (−1)m Ψl,−m, and Φ∗l m = (−1)m Φl,−m. (C.2)
Especially important are the properties as Hilbert space functions. They can be shown
to be orthogonal, where ∫
dΩ Y∗l′m′ ·Yl m = δl′ l δm′m,∫
dΩ Ψ∗l′m′ ·Ψl m = l(l + 1)δl′ l δm′m,∫
dΩ Φ∗l′m′ ·Φl m = l(l + 1)δl′ l δm′m,
(C.3)
and all integrals over different vector spherical harmonics vanish. Furthermore, it can
be proven that they form a complete basis [29]. This allows us to expand any three-
dimensional vector field F as
F(r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
{
F Ylm(r)Yl m + FΨl m(r)Ψl m + FΦl m(r)Φl m
}
, (C.4)
where the coefficients are given by
F Ylm(r) =
∫
dΩ Y∗l m · F, (C.5a)
FΨl m(r) =
1
l(l + 1)
∫
dΩ Ψ∗l m · F, (C.5b)
FΦl m(r) =
1
l(l + 1)
∫
dΩ Φ∗l m · F. (C.5c)
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The vector spherical harmonics as vectors in three-dimensional space satisfy many useful
relations. Important for us is the fact that
eˆr ×Yl m = 0, eˆr ×Ψl m = Φl m, and eˆr ×Φl m = −Ψl m. (C.6)
Furthermore, the scalar products satisfy
Ψl m ·Φl m = 0, Yl m ·Ψl′m′ = 0, and Yl m ·Φl′m′ = 0. (C.7)
As we consider the multipole expansion of electromagnetic fields, it is useful to know how
the nabla operator acts on a vector field of the form (C.4). Using
∇ ·
(
F Ylm(r) Yl m
)
=
[
1
r2
d
dr
(
r2F Ylm(r)
)]
Yl m, (C.8a)
∇ ·
(
FΨl m(r) Ψl m
)
= −
[
l(l + 1)F
Ψ
l m(r)
r
]
Yl m, (C.8b)
∇ ·
(
FΦl m(r) Φl m
)
= 0, (C.8c)
one can determine the divergence of a vector field by adding those three terms and sum-
ming with respect to l and m. Likewise one can determine the rotation by using
∇×
(
F Ylm(r)Yl m
)
= −
[
F Ylm(r)
r
]
Φl m, (C.9a)
∇×
(
FΨl m(r)Ψl m
)
=
[
1
r
d
dr
(
rFΨl m(r)
)]
Φl m, (C.9b)
∇×
(
FΦl m(r)Φl m
)
= −
[
l(l + 1)F
Φ
l m(r)
r
]
Yl m −
[
1
r
d
dr
(
rFΦl m(r)
)]
Ψl m. (C.9c)
D Bessel’s Equation and Spherical Bessel Functions
The spherical Bessel differential equation (cf., e.g., [29], App. B.3) occurs in the classical as
well as the quantum theory of scattering when considering a spherical coordinate system.
It is given by
z2
∂2
∂z2
ul m + 2z
∂
∂z
ul m +
[
z2 − l(l + 1)
]
ul m = 0. (D.1)
Its fundamental solutions are the spherical Bessel function (of first kind) jl(z) and the
spherical Bessel function of second kind yl(z), often denoted as spherical Neumann func-
tions. For real arguments z, these functions are real. Especially important is the obser-
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vation that close to the origin, they satisfy
jl(z) =
2l l!
(2l + 1)! z
l +O(zl+1),
yl(z) = − (2l − 1)!2l−1 (l − 1)! z
−l−1 +O(z−l+1),
z → 0, (D.2)
meaning that jl(z) is a regular solution and yl(z) diverges at the origin.
For scattering processes, one often introduces the spherical Hankel functions, also
denoted as spherical Bessel functions of third kind, as the complex linear combinations
h
(1)
l (z) = jl(z) + i yl(z), (D.3a)
h
(2)
l (z) = jl(z)− i yl(z). (D.3b)
In the far field, they satisfy
h
(1)
l (z) =
e+iz−i(l+1)pi/2
z
(
1 +O(z−1)
)
,
h
(2)
l (z) =
e−iz+i(l+1)pi/2
z
(
1 +O(z−1)
)
,
z →∞, (D.4)
thus they describe, in the case of h(1)l (z), out-going and, in the case of h
(2)
l (z), incoming
spherical waves.
Important properties of the spherical Bessel functions include their parity
jl(−z) = (−1)l jl(z), yl(−z) = (−1)l+1 yl(z),
h
(1)
l (−z) = (−1)l h(2)l (z), h(2)l (−z) = (−1)l h(1)l (z),
(D.5)
and their behavior under complex conjugation (cf., e.g., [29], Sec. 8.2.3)
jl(z∗) = [jl(z)]∗, yl(z∗) = [yl(z)]∗, (D.6)
h
(1)
l (z∗) = [h
(2)
l (z)]∗, h
(2)
l (z∗) = [h
(1)
l (z)]∗. (D.7)
Finally, the spherical Bessel functions satisfy many recurrence relations. Important for
the main text are
f ′l (z) =
l
z
fl(z)− fl+1(z), (D.8)
fl−1(z) =
2l + 1
z
fl(z)− fl+1(z), (D.9)
where fl(z) is any combination of jl(z), yl(z), h(1)l (z) and h
(2)
l (z).
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E Matrix Elements and Properties
In Section 4.1.3 we formally expanded the perturbation operator Mˆ in powers of ε and
stated properties of the Mˆ(n) in 4.1.4. This appendix is dedicated to proof the properties
used in the main text.
To begin with, we recall that we defined the perturbation operator in terms of the
perturbation matrix in (4.12), and the perturbation matrix Ml′m′l m is defined in (3.38).
Thus, to determine an expansion of the perturbation matrix
Ml′m′l m = M
l′m′ (0)
l m + εM
l′m′ (1)
l m + ε2 M
l′m′ (2)
l m + . . . , (E.1)
we need to determine the expansions
[AVα ]l
′m′
l m = [AV (0)α ]l
′m′
l m + ε [AV (1)α ]l
′m′
l m + ε2 [AV (2)α ]l
′m′
l m + . . . , (E.2a)
[BVα ]l
′m′
l m = [BV (0)α ]l
′m′
l m + ε [BV (1)α ]l
′m′
l m + ε2 [BV (2)α ]l
′m′
l m + . . . . (E.2b)
Recalling the definition of these matrix elements in (3.33), we see that they include the
quantities AXα l(kαR(θ, φ)) defined in (3.27). Thus by finding an expansion of these quan-
tities, we can go up the chain of equations to prove the properties of the perturbation
operator.
E.1 Expansion of the Radial Functions
As a first step, we want to expand the radial functions AXα l(kαR(θ, φ)). To do so, we
recall that we parametrized the surface of the deformed sphere in (3.4) as R(θ, φ) =
r0(1 + ε f(θ, φ)). Furthermore, we defined kα r0 = nα x and expanded the eigenvalue x of
the perturbed system in (4.15) as x(ε) = x(0) + ε x(1) + ε2x(2) + . . . . With this we find for
example
AΦ1 l(k1R(θ, φ)) =
jl(n1(x(0) + ε x(1) + ε2 x(2) . . . )(1 + εf(θ, φ))
jl(n1(x(0) + ε x(1) + ε2 x(2) . . . ))
(E.3)
= 1 + ε
[
(n1x(0))
j′l(n1x(0))
jl(n1x(0))
]
f(θ, φ) + . . . . (E.4)
To write down these series expansions in a more symbolic manner, we introduce
RΦα l(θ, φ) ≡ AΦα l(kαR(θ, φ)) (E.5)
≡ RΦ (0)α l + εRΦ (1)α l (θ, φ) + ε2RΦ (2)α l (θ, φ) + . . . , (E.6)
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as well as
RΨα l(θ, φ) ≡ AΨα l(kαR(θ, φ)) (E.7)
≡ RΨ (0)α l + εRΨ (1)α l (θ, φ) + ε2RΨ (2)α l (θ, φ) + . . . . (E.8)
For the last radial function we slightly adapt the definition. By recalling (3.31b) we notice
that AYα l is always multiplied by n‖ = ε/(1 + εf(θ, φ)) e‖. Hence we define
RYα l(θ, φ) ≡
ε
1 + εf(θ, φ)A
Y
α l(kαR(θ, φ)) (E.9)
≡ RY (0)α l + εRY (1)α l (θ, φ) + ε2RY (2)α l (θ, φ) + . . . , (E.10)
in order to shift the entire ε-dependence into this function.
Let us first mention that the zeroth-order coefficients are given by
R
Φ (0)
1 l = 1, R
Ψ (0)
1 l = −i
[(n1x(0))jl(n1x(0))]′
(n1x(0))jl(n1x(0))
, R
Y (0)
1 l = 0, (E.11)
R
Φ (0)
2 l = 1, R
Ψ (0)
2 l = −i
[(n2x(0))hl(n2x(0))]′
(n2x(0))hl(n2x(0))
, R
Y (0)
2 l = 0, (E.12)
which are just the quantities at ε = 0. We already discussed in Section 4.2 that this
implies that the zeroth-order quantities correspond to the unperturbed ones.
In order to treat the higher-order terms (ν = 1, 2) in a convenient way, we introduce
R
X (ν)
α l (θ, φ) = a
X (ν)
α l x
(ν) + bX (ν)α l + c
X (ν)
α l f(θ, φ) + d
X (ν)
α l f
2(θ, φ), (E.13)
which is a power-series in f with the tweak that it separates the f 0 term.
Now doing the explicit series expansion, we find in first order for α = 1 the non-
vanishing coefficients
c
Φ (1)
1 l = J ′l , (E.14a)
a
Ψ (1)
1 l =
i
n1(x(0))2
[
1 + (J ′l )2 − J ′′l
]
, c
Ψ (1)
1 l =
i
n1x(0)
[1− J ′l − J ′′l ] , (E.14b)
b
Y (1)
1 l = −l(l + 1)
i
n1x(0)
, (E.14c)
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where we introduced
J ′l = (n1x(0))
j′l(n1x(0))
jl(n1x(0))
, (E.15a)
J ′′l = (n1x(0))2
j′′l (n1x(0))
jl(n1x(0))
, (E.15b)
J ′′′l = (n1x(0))3
j′′′l (n1x(0))
jl(n1x(0))
, (E.15c)
which should not be confused with the Bessel function of the first kind.
We want to mention that the quantities defined in (E.15), and therefore also the
coefficients in (E.14), could be rewritten using Bessel’s equation and other properties
discussed in Section D. For our intends and purposes this form is adequate. Furthermore,
we get the α = 2 terms using the substitutions
n1 → n2, and Jl → Hl, (E.16)
where Hl is defined as in (E.15) with jl → h(1)l and should not be confused with the
Hankel functions.
With these definitions the non-vanishing second-order coefficients for RΦ (2)1 l (θ, φ) are
c
Φ (2)
1 l =
x(1)
x(0)
[
J ′l − (J ′l )2 + J ′′l
]
, and dΦ (2)1 l =
1
2J
′′
l , (E.17)
for RΨ (2)1 l (θ, φ) we get
a
Ψ (2)
1 l =
i
n1(x(0))2
[
1 + (J ′l )2 − J ′′l
]
,
b
Ψ (2)
1 l =
i
n1x(0)
(
x(1)
x(0)
)2 [
−1− (J ′l )3 +
3
2J
′
lJ
′′
l −
1
2J
′′′
l
]
,
c
Ψ (2)
1 l =
i
n1x(0)
x(1)
x(0)
[
− 1 + (J ′l )2 − 2J ′′l + J ′lJ ′′l − J ′′′l
]
,
d
Ψ (2)
1 l =
i
n1x(0)
[
−1 + J ′l −
1
2J
′′
l −
1
2J
′′′
l
]
,
(E.18)
and finally for RY (2)1 l (θ, φ) we find
b
Y (2)
1 l =
i
n1x(0)
l(l + 1)x
(1)
x(0)
, and cY (2)1 l =
i
n1x(0)
l(l + 1) [2− J ′l ] , (E.19)
and the coefficients for α = 2 can be determined using (E.16).
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E.2 Expansion of the A- and B-Matrices
Now we want to determine the expansion of matrix elements of the A- and B-matrices
defined in (E.2). First of all we notice that due to (E.11), the zeroth-order matrix elements
correspond to (3.41), i.e.
[AV (0)α ]l
′m′
l m = δl′ l δm′m δV Φ, (E.20a)
[BV (0)α ]l
′m′
l m = δl′ l δm′m δV ΨR
Ψ (0)
α l . (E.20b)
Let us first consider the higher order matrix elements [AV (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m . Using (3.33a) and
R
Φ (1)
α l = c
Φ (1)
α l f(θ, φ) from our previous considerations, we find
[AV (1)α ]l
′m′
l m = c
Φ (1)
α l
∫
dΩ V∗l′m′(θ, φ) ·Φl m(θ, φ)f(θ, φ). (E.21)
For later convenience, we introduce the matrix elements
[V ′fkV ]l′m′l m =
1
l′(l′ + 1)
∫
dΩ V′∗l′m′(θ, φ) ·Vl m(θ, φ)fk(θ, φ), (E.22)
where we notice that for k = 0, the matrix elements are given by [V ′ V ]l′m′l m = δl′ lδm′mδV ′ V
due to the orthogonality of the vector spherical harmonics (C.3). Using this definition,
we can write (E.21) compactly as
[AV (1)α ]l
′m′
l m = c
Φ (1)
α l [V fΦ]l
′m′
l m . (E.23)
Likewise we find the second-order matrix elements
[AV (2)α ]l
′m′
l m = c
Φ (2)
α l [V fΦ]l
′m′
l m + d
Φ (2)
α l [V f 2Φ]l
′m′
l m . (E.24)
Secondly we want to determine the higher-order matrix elements [BV (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m . Therefore
we notice that with the definition (E.9), we can rewrite (3.31b) as
Bα,lm(θ, φ) = RΨα l(θ, φ)Ψl m(θ, φ) +RYα l(θ, φ) Yl m(θ, φ)e‖(θ, φ). (E.25)
Now we can use (3.33b) to find
[BV (1)α ]l
′m′
l m = a
Ψ (1)
α l x
(1)δl′ l δm′m δV Ψ + cΨ (1)α l [V fΨ]l
′m′
l m + b
Y (1)
α l [V e‖]l
′m′
l m , (E.26)
where we introduced
[V fke‖]l
′m′
l m =
1
l′(l′ + 1)
∫
dΩ V∗l′m′(θ, φ) · e‖(θ, φ) Yl m(θ, φ)fk(θ, φ). (E.27)
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Similarly, we find the second order matrix elements
[BV (2)α ]l
′m′
l m = a
Ψ (2)
α l x
(2)δl′ l δm′m δV Ψ + bΨ (2)α l δl′ l δm′m δV Ψ
+ cΨ (2)α l [V fΨ]l
′m′
l m + d
Ψ (2)
α l [V f 2Ψ]l
′m′
l m + b
Y (2)
α l [V e‖] + c
Y (2)
α l [V fe‖]. (E.28)
E.3 Properties of the Perturbation Matrix
Collecting this results, we can proof all properties we used in Section 4.1.4. First of all
we notice that for ν = 1, 2, the only quantity containing x(ν) is [BΨ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m . Thus let us
write this dependence explicitly as
[AΨ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m = [AΨ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m , [AΦ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m = [AΦ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m , (E.29a)
[BΨ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m = [BΨ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m + x(ν)δl′ l δm′ma
Ψ (ν)
α l , [BΦ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m = [BΦ (ν)α ]l
′m′
l m , (E.29b)
where all matrix elements denoted with calligraphic letters are independent of x(ν), i.e.
d
dx(ν) [A
V (ν)
α ]l
′m′
l m = 0, and
d
dx(ν) [B
V (ν)
α ]l
′m′
l m = 0, (E.30)
as well as
d
dx(ν) a
Ψ (ν)
α l = 0. (E.31)
Furthermore aΨ (ν)α l is independent of the geometry of the deformation.
With this, we immediately find the needed properties discussed in Section 4.1.4: The
zeroth-order property (4.19a) was already found in Section 4.2, and inserting (E.29) into
(3.38) results in (4.19b). We also find (4.22) using (E.30) together with (E.31). This
finishes our proof.
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